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This manuscript attempts to calculate Global Warming Potentials (GWP), Global 
Temperature Potentials (GTP) and Absolute Regional Temperature change Potential 
(ARTP) for aviation emissions. This is a difficult paper to put together since there is essentially I 
think an important negative conclusion that this method does not work that well for aviation 
emissions. I would like to see a bit more uncertainty analysis to quantify where the problems are. 
I think a bit more discussion of the physics of the climate system would help the reader 
understand the problems with this method. This paper could be publishable with some important 
revisions.  
 
Generally, it looks like the method described is highly model dependent, which is not really 
obvious until the end of the paper, and there is not really quantification of the uncertainty. I think 
this could be better woven throughout. It would be nice to comment a bit more on how Stohl et al 
2015 and Shindell 2012 apply to these results: I am pretty convinced that for small perturbations 
and for non-gaseous species like contrails that these results may not apply. 
 
I think that this work could also use a better focus on some of the physical aspects of the climate 
system and the feedbacks that might or might not operate. And at a minimum I would like to see 
quantification of uncertainty in the different parts of the ARTP terms. 
 
Some of the figures (e.g. Fig 3 and S1) could use some clarification as noted below. 
 
The general points are addressed through responses to the following specific comments, where 
the issues are raised again.  
 
 
Specific comments are below. 
Page 4, L108: how does any of this work account for effects on the coupled climate system? 
Regional forcing can show up very differently in surface temperature depending on whether the 
energy goes into sensible heat, latent heat, or evaporation, and will depend on surface type and 
coupled modes of the climate system. For example: cooling the N. Atlantic deep water formation 
region with contrails may simply cool deep water and not be felt at the surface. Or it may alter 
the formation of deep water itself. Don’t you need a coupled climate model to do this? 
The ARTPs are indeed calculated using input from a coupled climate model. The basis for the 
ARTP is the regional climate sensitivities for four latitude bands, i.e., relationships between the 
pattern of RF caused by a certain forcing mechanism and the consequent surface temperature in a 



given latitude region. These relationships are established from simulations with the GISS climate 
model and hence incorporate the response of the coupled climate system to the different forcing 
mechanisms and regions.   
 
To fully account for the detailed regional temperature responses, one would naturally need a 
coupled climate model, for instance to capture potential changes in regional responses in a 
climate differing considerably from the present state. Currently, assessing the impact of 
individual sectors or mitigation measures is challenging and costly given the large natural 
variability of the global climate models, and requires significant resources and high technical 
skill. Emission metrics cannot replace the detailed information from climate models, but they 
serve as very useful tools to provide first-order estimates of the climate impact of various 
emissions, and they are based on information from complex models. Until recently, emission 
metrics have used globally averaged input to produced globally average impacts. Being able to 
include spatial information is an important step, in particular for the short-lived climate forcers 
that produce more heterogeneous RF than CO2.  
 
Although we believe we stated clearly the coupled-climate model origin of our ARTP values, at 
lines 198-200, to further emphasize this point, we have added the following in the introduction:  
“The ARTP uses a set of regional climate sensitivities to provide time-varying surface 
temperature response in four latitude bands to emissions, accounting for the regional RF caused 
by the emissions. These sensitivities are derived from simulations with a coupled climate model 
and express the relationship between the pattern of a radiative forcing and the consequent 
surface temperature in a given latitude band.” 
 
Page 4, L110: I’m not sure you can do this with a CTM. The circulation doesn’t adjust. 
We realize that this sentence is unclear. As the reviewer points out, the emission metrics cannot 
be calculated directly from the combination of CTM simulations and radiative transfer modeling, 
but must include a representation of the climate (temperature) response to the given forcing. The 
CTM plus radiative transfer calculations allows us to capture detailed atmospheric chemistry and 
forcing. For emission metrics, the climate response is represented by an impulse response 
function. This is a simplified, global mean function, but is based on more complex climate 
models. In our analysis, we also use regional climate sensitivities which are based on coupled 
climate model simulations in order to capture information about the spatial distribution of the 
temperature response depending on the forcing mechanism and location.  
 
To clarify, we have rephrased:  
“In this study we calculate GWP, GTP and ARTP for global and regional aviation emissions. We 
consider a broad set of forcing mechanisms and emissions in six separate source regions. Input 
of the aviation-induced radiative forcing of ozone and aerosols are obtained from simulations 
with the chemistry-transport model OsloCTM3 (Søvde et al., 2012) and radiative transfer 
calculations, while the radiative forcing from the formation contrail-cirrus is simulated with the 
ECHAM5-CCMod (Bock & Burkhardt, 2016b; a). Calculating global and regional emission 
metrics allows us to capture (…)” 
 
Page 5, L114: again: surface temperature response depends on the surface type. Is that accounted 
for? 



The regional climate sensitivities that form the basis for the ARTP calculations are derived from 
simulations with a couple climate model, which includes a dependence on the surface type. See 
also response to the comment above.  
 
Page 5, L117: how uncertain are the regional climate sensitivities? 
This is a very good question. A full set of regional climate sensitivities (RCS) have so far only 
been estimated using one climate model by Shindell and Faluvegi (2009). Standard deviations 
over the 80 year model integrations show quite some variability in the response to certain 
species, at least in some regions. Two studies have repeated the experiments from Shindell and 
Faluvegi (2009) for BC with similar findings in terms of spatial distribution of forcing-response 
(Sand et al. 2013; Flanner 2013). The coefficients also seem fairly robust compared to the 
response to historical aerosol forcing in several other climate models (Shindell 2012). However, 
a formal quantification of their uncertainty is currently not possible and repeating the 
experiments to establish sensitivities with additional climate models is beyond the scope of this 
study, and would likely require a dedicated intercomparison exercise. Baker et al. (2015) showed 
that the zonal mean temperature response to BC emissions can differ significantly between 
different climate models both in magnitude and spatial distribution, while the models agreed 
better for SO2 emissions. Some degree of model dependence in the RCSs cannot be excluded, in 
particular for some species. 
 
To make the potential model dependence clear earlier in the manuscript, we have specified in the 
final paragraph of the introduction that the sensitivities have so far only been derived by one 
climate model. We have also incorporated some of the information above in the text.  
 
Page 7, L173: I do not think you can throw out this term: it is a compensating effect or feedback. 
You could include the reduction in cirrus as a separate forcing, but now you are overstating the 
contrail impact. 
We agree with the reviewer here and have included the 20% reduction in the RF of contrail-
cirrus, assuming it is spatially constant, i.e., that the same impact occurs in each of our emission 
source regions.  
 
Page 7, L184: What are these uncertainties? 
We have clarified this sentence and added references to studies showing how there is a large 
range in aviation RF estimates reported in the existing literature. The sentence also fits better 
after the first two sentences in this paragraph and has been moved up. It now reads: 
“It should be noted that there is a broad range in the estimates of RF caused by the various 
aviation emissions reported in the literature (e.g., Brasseur et al. (2016); Lee et al. (2009)) and 
such uncertainties in RF will propagate to the emissions metrics.” 
 
Page 7, L197: Does previous work show that this represents the physical response? 
I have a hard time believing it works for non-uniform emissions in the vertical, or for aviation 
emissions. 
The regional climate sensitivities are based on coupled simulations with the GISS model. One 
can argue whether current climate models represent the physical response, but they are at present 
the only tools we have.  
 



As described later in the manuscript, the GISS simulations involve perturbing the RF resulting 
from anthropogenic emissions from all sources. Since, as the reviewer points out, the 
temperature response per unit RF can depend on the altitude of the RF for some species and 
regions, applying the sensitivities to situations which differ significantly from that originally 
used to derive them does introduce uncertainties. This is precisely why we take the analysis one 
step further to evaluate the application and point to where more research is needed in order to 
improve the general applicability of the ARTP.  
 
Page 7, L200: Are these done for contrails? This is a cloud forcing, which is very different than 
other forcings. For example: contrail forcing is a SW and LW forcing that depends strongly on 
surface albedo. Do these sensitivities take account of that? If not, I’m not sure the method is 
valid. 
We feel that the text starting at line 221 made clear what RTPs are used for the contrail-cirrus 
case, and the limitations of the assumptions we made.  
 
The contrail-cirrus RF is quantified through detailed simulations with the ECHAM5-CCMod and 
takes the surface type and other cloudiness into account.  
 
In terms of temperature response, we do not have regional sensitivities that have been derived 
from climate model simulations specifically for contrails (as we noted at line 221 to 223). 
Currently, such information does not exist in the literature, and we recognize that this introduces 
additional uncertainties in our analysis. To represent the regional response to a regional contrail-
cirrus RF, we use the sensitivities based on the forcing-response relationship for CO2 and sulfate. 
This includes trapping of long-wave radiation and reflection in the short-wave and the sulfate 
forcing likewise, as is well established, depends strongly on surface albedo. As described above, 
the sensitivities are based on coupled climate model simulations, which includes the dependence 
on surface type – for the CO2 and sulfate forcing.  
 
As we noted at line 226, the only two available studies of the climate response to contrails have 
shown that the global efficacy of line shaped contrails could be significantly lower than one, and 
the reasons for this may well be as a result of the distinct nature of the contrail forcing which the 
reviewer mentions. This lower surface temperature response per unit forcing compared to CO2 
could be accounted in our (and future) calculations by scaling the temperature response (as we 
discuss in Sect. 3.3). However, we do not have any information about how the efficacy could 
vary regionally, as we noted at line 229.  
 
 
Page 8, L202: What does the statement in parentheses mean? What is a component? If the time is 
longer than the lifetime for a pulse emission, isn’t the forcing gone? 
This statement has been corrected, clarified and moved to the beginning of the next paragraph:  
“Equation 4 can be used for short-lived species where H is significantly longer than the lifetime 
of the species (typically days to weeks).” 
 
Page 8, L207: This presumes that all RF is created equal with respect to sensitivity. I think this is 
valid for GHG in the IR. I’m not sure if it is valid for SW effects, and probably not for clouds. 



This is an important point. We already touch upon this issue in the following paragraph on 
efficacy, but we agree that a more detailed discussion would be valuable. Efficacies can be 
included in the application of metrics by adding a scaling factor, and will act to reduce or 
increase the temperature change to emissions. However, only a couple of studies have 
investigated the (global-mean) efficacy for aviation-induced forcing mechanisms and are limited 
to line shaped contrails and ozone, and we therefore include efficacy only as a point for 
discussion in Sect. 3.3.  
 
The concept of efficacy, or climate sensitivity parameters, also relates to the RCS (as the 
reviewer touches upon in the next comment). These are in themselves a type of climate 
sensitivity parameters for the four forcing agents considered in the Shindell and Faluvegi (2009) 
study (BC, ozone, sulfate and CO2), expressing differences arising from the forcing distribution 
in the horizontal.  
 
We have therefore the discussion and added:  
“The temperature response per unit RF can differ between different forcing mechanisms, i.e., 
mechanisms can have their specific climate sensitivity parameter. This is often expressed as 
efficacy, defined as the ratio of the climate sensitivity parameter for a given forcing agent to that 
for specified changes in CO2 (Hansen et al., 2005). Efficacies can be included in the metric 
application as a scaling factor. However, presently only a few studies have investigated the 
efficacy of selected aviation-induced forcing mechanisms. The efficacy depends primarily on the 
spatial distribution of the RF, both in the horizontal and vertical. The RCSi,l,m implicitly include 
differences in efficacy of individual components arising from the horizontal forcing distribution 
(to the extent that the driving processes are accounted for the underlying climate model 
simulations). The RCSi,l,m are established for the four forcing agents BC, ozone, sulfate and CO2. 
Contrail-specific regional sensitivities do so far not exist. By using the average sensitivities of 
sulfate and CO2 to calculate the contrail ARTPs, we include both a longwave absorption and a 
shortwave scattering component. The efficacy of scattering aerosols and greenhouse gases is 
also likely less dependent on altitude than for absorbing aerosols. However, studies have 
indicated that the contrail efficacy may be as low as 0.3-0.6 (Ponater et al., 2005; Rap et al., 
2010). Furthermore, little or no information about the dependence of the climate sensitivity 
parameter of contrails on the horizontal forcing distribution exist. It should also be noted that 
efficacies from the small sector-specific forcings can currently only be derived by scaling them to 
produce a forcing large enough to get a significant response in the model. This add an 
additional uncertainty to deriving reliable RCSi,l,m. Using the RCSi,l,m for a different forcing 
agent to approximate the response to contrail-cirrus allows us to include a broader set of 
aviation-induced forcing mechanisms in our analysis, but is also an important caveat. As 
discussed in more detail in Sect. 3.4, the climate sensitivity parameter can also depend on 
altitude, in particular for absorbing aerosols and ozone in certain regions.  We explore potential 
uncertainties in our analysis arising from such vertical differences by comparing the 
temperature responses estimated using the RCSi,l,m with temperature simulated by three 
additional climate models (see Sect. 2.3).” 
 
 



Page 9, L229: So you are trying to put these uncertainties into ’efficacy’, which would affect the 
contrails by a factor of 2, but then ignore it? I don’t think that is appropriate. Efficacy might be a 
way to address some of the issues I am referring to with contrails in this context. 
The issue of efficacy is not ignored, but brought up again in Sect. 3.3, where we discuss how a 
lower contrail efficacy may affect the regional temperature response to present-day aviation 
emissions estimated with the ARTPs. However, currently, only two studies have estimated the 
efficacy of contrails and estimates of efficacy of other aviation-induced forcing mechanisms are 
very scarce (one study looked at aviation ozone). We emphasize again that these two studies 
provide information on the global-mean efficacy but we have no information about how this 
would influence regional climate sensitivities. Furthermore, in response to the question above, 
we have added a more detailed discussion about efficacy in general.  
 
Page 9, L241: There are emissions scenarios for aviation that specifically address the non-
uniform growth of emissions and the efficiency improvements. Why not use them? There are 
already RF estimates in the literature with these scenarios. 
Here we try to relate RF to an emission and discuss whether to relate contrail RF to flown 
distance or to fuel use. Since fuel efficiency changes with time, the two metrics would give 
different results. Simulations for future air traffic do not help with the decision how to formulate 
the metric. 
 
An assessment of the contrail formation and RF from regional aviation emissions under a 
different emission scenario and climate would of course be an interesting study on its own. 
However, repeating the regional model runs with a different emission inventory requires 
resources beyond what we have available. Our global emission metric calculations could be 
repeated using input of RF from studies that the reviewer alludes to and could make an 
interesting sensitivity study. However, since we focus primarily on the regional metrics here, we 
leave this to further applications of our framework.  
 
Page 10, L270: I do not think the climate system is linear enough to small perturbations to make 
this a valid assumption. Can you provide a reference demonstrating that multiplying a forcing by 
an order of magnitude or more yields a linear scaling to the response to the small perturbation in 
a coupled climate model? I see now there is a reference below. Is it valid? 
Here, the reviewer seems to questions the approach and requests a citation, but then (without any 
justification) questions the validity of our citation upon discovering that we already have one.  
 
Applying a scaling factor (or performing very long model integrations) is a common approach 
that makes it possible to use climate models to study the response to specific sectors or 
perturbations. Because of their small size, the use of unscaled forcings to derive reliable 
responses is very challenging and costly due to the climate model’s internal variability.  
 
The Shine et al. (2012) study illustrates that non-linearities may indeed arise from using different 
scaling factors in the specific case of BC perturbations from road transport. In contrast, the 
experiments carried out by Mahajan et al. (2013) (BC x 1, 2, 5 and 10 in the CAM4) actually 
show a quite linear relationship between the magnitude of the BC perturbation and global 
temperature response. Nonetheless, this is why we encourage the reader to keep the potential 



uncertainties in mind when interpreting the absolute magnitudes of the simulated temperature 
response (see response to next comment).  
 
Page 10, L274: But isn’t the temperature response the heart of this paper? Yet it is to be 
used ’with care’? I think you might need to quantify the potential uncertainties here.  
At the core of the evaluation of our metrics against the additional climate model simulations is 
the geographical pattern of temperature response. The sentence in question aims to caution the 
reader against potential uncertainties in absolute magnitude that may arise from applying a 
scaling factor in the climate model (as the reviewer also points out in the comment above). A 
quantification of uncertainties arising from the use of different magnitude scaling factors require 
a large set of additional model simulations and is beyond the scope of the study. However, we 
agree that this can be made clearer and have rephrased:  
 
“(…) and potential uncertainties should be kept in mind when considering the absolute 
magnitude of temperature responses.”  
 
Page 10, L278: I do not think figure S1 is correct. I do not see how a 2ppb ozone perturbation 
causes a 1K surface temperature change in Figure S1. Please clarify or justify that. 
Fig. S1A shows the ozone perturbation caused by present-day aviation NOx emissions simulated 
by the OsloCTM3 before scaling for input to the CESM. We thank the reviewer for noticing that 
this was not specified in the figure caption. It has now been added:  
“Figure SI 1: (A) Annual mean ozone concentration change from OsloCTM3 caused by global 
aviation NOx emissions and (B) annual mean surface temperature response to the aviation ozone 
perturbation scaled by a factor 40 as simulated by CESM1.2. Hatching indicates statistical 
significance at the 0.05 level.” 
 
The text in the manuscript has also been corrected accordingly:  
“Figure SI 1A) shows the zonal annual mean ozone concentration change caused by global 
aviation NOx emissions from the OsloCTM3 (i.e., before scaling), while Fig. SI 1B) shows the 
annual mean CESM2.1 temperature response to the scaled ozone perturbation (hatching 
indicates statistical significance at the 0.05 level).”  
 
Page 11, L287: But I thought above the forcing was an impulse, I.e. Non- constant? 
Yes, the emission metrics ARTP(H) are pulse-based. As described in Shindell (2012), the RCSs 
can also be used to estimate the approximate equilibrium temperature response to a constant 
forcing by multiplying the sum of RCS-weighted regional RFs by the equilibrium climate 
sensitivity (in our study the ECS inherent in the IRF from Boucher and Reddy (2008)). We have 
modified the text and hope this makes it clearer:   
“For comparison with climate model results, we use the regional climate sensitivities to estimate 
the regional equilibrium temperature response (ΔTi,r,m) to a constant forcing following Eq. 6 of 
Shindell (2012)  
∆𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚 = ∑ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙,𝑟𝑟 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙                                                                                                             (8) 

and adopting the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) inherent in the IRF from Boucher and 
Reddy (2008) described above.” 



Page 11, L294: This is confusing regarding emission units: since they are rationed to CO2, 
shouldn’t they be relative to aviation CO2, then the comparison with aviation CO2 is explicit. 
Pardon me if that is not the appropriate definition, but I’m not sure how to interpret the very 
large BC GWP number. 
We adopt the standard method of reporting GWPs as being relative to CO2 and since the 
radiative efficiency of CO2 (which goes into the emission metric calculations) is the same for all 
sources of CO2 the reviewer’s comment is not relevant. The unitless GWP and GTP of individual 
species is the AGWP and AGTP normalized by the AGWPCO2 and AGTPCO2. However, for CO2, 
the radiative efficiency is the same regardless of the source. Of course, if one wants to for 
instance estimate the temperature response to aviation CO2 using the AGTPCO2, one needs to 
multiply by the CO2 emissions from this sector.   
 
Page 11, L305: But does this treat compensating LW and SW effects which are a function of 
surface type? 
Yes it does.  
 
Page 12, L323: Dry conditions in S. Asia? Really? In some seasons. What about the summer 
monsoon? 
We agree with the reviewer that this may be a confusing sentence to some readers. We are 
referring to the high altitudes where the majority of aviation emissions occur in this region, as is 
noted in the first part of the sentence in question. However, drier conditions at these altitudes are 
not limited to this region. Furthermore, this region covers both parts of the Middle East and 
Arabian Peninsula, in addition to India. We have rephrased for clarification:  
“(…) dominated by emissions at high altitudes (i.e., few flights landing or departing within the 
region), where conditions are drier (i.e., less wet scavenging of the aerosols).” 
 
Page 13, L345: I’m not sure I agree with this. How do you deal with non local energy balances in 
each region? 
As we noted above, the regional climate sensitivities are based on coupled climate model 
simulations where the perturbation is imposed separately in the four individual latitude band and 
the consequent temperature response averaged over each of these.  Hence, these non-local energy 
budget terms are included.  
 
Page 13, L364: Is it valid to apply RCS from one model to CTM results from another model? 
They might be vastly inconsistent, particularly in remote regions. 
There are of course differences between the different chemistry-transport schemes, such as in 
vertical profiles of trace gases and particles or polar transport. However, we are not aware of 
literature that support that current models are vastly inconsistent. The reviewer’s contention is 
not supported by any references and seems speculative.   
 
Page 13, L370: I’m not sure the remote effects being larger make physical sense. See next 
comment. 
Our results are supported by the existing literature. BC aerosols from aviation that are emitted in 
the 60-90°N region, or transported in there from lower latitudes, are located at high altitudes. 
Several studies have found that the efficacy of BC decreases with altitude and that in the Arctic, 
high altitude BC even causes a surface cooling (Flanner 2013; Ban-Weiss et al. 2011; Samset 



and Myhre 2015). In the case of aviation, the contribution to temperature response in the 60-
90°N region caused by within-region BC is cooling. In contrast, BC at latitudes further south 
warms the atmosphere locally, which in turn gives a warming impact on the Arctic transport of 
energy, not transport of aerosols. Since the Shindell and Faluvegi (2009), two other studies have 
found the same feature (Flanner 2013; Sand et al. 2013).  
 
Studies have also shown that the relative importance of local and remote BC for the Arctic 
temperature response dependence on the source and/or region: BC located at lower latitudes in 
the Arctic have a warming impact on surface temperatures. Hence, for emissions from 
sectors/regions closer to or in the Arctic, the local contribution is more important (e.g., Lund et 
al. 2014).  
  
While the scientific community’s understanding of the climate response to BC forcing may not 
yet be complete, we are not aware of published literature that disagrees with the findings of the 
above mentioned studies.  
 
Page 14, L378: Here it looks like the GISS results are convolving the effect of transport with the 
effect of aerosols: they co-vary, but the aerosols do not cause warming. They just come in with 
warmer air. I think this highlights some of the problems with this methodology. I think you draw 
the wrong conclusion here. 
If we understand this comment correctly, we think this is precisely the point behind what we 
(and previous analyses) argue: The remote impact is not caused by the direct warming by the 
aerosols, but by the transport of the air that has been warmed. See also response to comment 
above.  
 
Page 14, L390: Unless emissions occur in the stratosphere, in which case contrail formation 
drops. 
Yes, good point. We have specified this in the text.  
 
Page 15, L406: what about significant changes in meteorology: warming reduces contrails, and 
also changes the tropopause height. 
Yes, this is a relevant point, but it is one we addressed through the citation in the very next 
sentence. To clarify further we elaborate:  
“Furthermore, future changes in climate may alter the meteorological and dynamical 
conditions, and hence affect the potential for contrail-cirrus formation in a given region (Irvine 
and Shine, 2015)” 
We also note that the reviewer is being too simplistic – the change in tropopause height leads to a 
moistening of the air at a given altitude in the extratropics, and likely leads to more contrails. 
This point is too detailed for this paper, but our sentence deliberately refers to changes rather 
than specifying signs.   
 
Page 16, L454: I’m not sure exactly what is being plotted in figure 3: please explain further and 
in a more detailed caption. Temperature change in each region by different emissions in each 
region? Are the asterix just a label for the bars or does their vertical position mean anything. 
The following has been added to the caption:  



“Figure 3: Regional and global mean temperature change by species and source region after A) 
20 years and B) 100 years following a one-year pulse of emission from the present-day aviation 
sector in each source region. The asterisk shows the net temperature response in the respective 
latitude band for each emission source region, while the bars show the contribution from each 
species to the net.” 

 
And the text has been slightly modified for clarification:  
“Figure 3 shows the temperature change (net and contribution from each species) in each 
latitude band 20 and 100 years after a one-year pulse of present-day aviation emissions in each 
source region.” 
 
Page 17, L484: If previous studies only did surface emissions (e.g. Stohl et al 2015 and Shindell 
2012), then how will some of the terms from these models be valid (e.g. GISS study with RCS I 
think it is)?  
The Stohl et al. 2015 study used the same approach as in our analysis and calculated the ARTPs 
for a set of components, emission source regions and seasons. They did not derive additional, 
new regional climate sensitivities, but compared the ARTPs with results from transient climate 
model runs (similar to our approach, but we consider the simulated equilibrium temperature 
responses). However, their emission source regions included all anthropogenic sources, i.e., 
mainly surface sources, and it is unclear if the conclusions from their evaluation of the ARTP 
can be extrapolated to the aviation sector.  
 
Similarly, Shindell (2012) did not derive new RCS, but used those from the Shindell and 
Faluvegi (2009) paper and evaluated their robustness compared to historical aerosol forcing 
simulated by several other models. Again, total anthropogenic aerosol forcing is largely 
determined by emissions from surface sources, with only a small contribution from aviation.  
 
Hence, while the application of the RCS have been evaluated in previous studies, our analysis is 
novel because it considers a specific sector. Neither of the abovementioned studies derived new 
RCS or include new results that could be directly incorporated in the current study. Furthermore, 
discussing the potential uncertainties in their analyses or the validity of the results is beyond the 
scope of our study.  
 
Page 18, L511: I could also argue using this figure that the ARTP concept only works within the 
main emissions region, and is off by 50% or more relative to a physical calculation. 
There are of course several ways these findings could be phrased and we could arguably 
explicitly say that the 28°S-28°N and 28-60°N latitude bands, where we find the best agreement, 
are the main emission regions. Hence, we feel that this has already been covered in the previous 
sections of the paper. However, since the ARTP concept is based on coupled climate model 
simulations, we do not agree with the interpretation in the last part of the reviewer’s argument. 
And that final part aside, the rest of the argument is just a different way to phrase the same 
findings.  
 
 
Page 19, L528: I think this whole analysis highlights that the ARTP concept is very model 
dependent and not a general concept because of strong dependencies you have identified here. 



We think it is important to separate the concept from the input data here. While the ARTP is a 
useful tool, and is the only emission metric to provide information at a sub-global scale, there is 
a certainly a need for additional studies to investigate the robustness of the regional climate 
sensitives. It is also a relatively new concept, and presently we do not know how model 
dependent the sensitivities are. As discussed in response to one of the comments above, they 
seem to seem fairly robust compared to the response to historical aerosol forcing. However, to 
further examine the model dependence it is necessary to repeat the original simulations with 
additional climate models, which is of course a major undertaking. What we have shown in our 
analysis is that there are indeed uncertainties, as well as a need for improved knowledge of 
vertical dependence in the forcing-response relationships, not only globally, but also in different 
regions. Our study presents a framework that can expanded and improved in the future when/if 
new, more robust and detailed estimates of regional climate sensitivities becomes available.  
 
The ARTP has already been used in many assessments and we believe analyses such as ours are 
important to highlight the potential applications and associated uncertainties and point to where 
future studies could contribute. We also conclude that further work is needed for a more robust 
and general application of the concept, in agreement with the reviewer’s argument.  
 
Page 19, L546: I think you are going to have the same problem with contrails, which also have 
strong vertical effects, and regional forcing dependent on the climate system itself. 
We agree that there may be some strong vertical effects for contrails, but at this stage this can 
only be speculation – unlike the case for BC where a number of pre-cursor papers already 
demonstrate the effect. Also the situation is quite different for BC and contrails. There is only a 
limited vertical domain over which contrails can physically exist, whereas there is no similar 
physical constraint on where the BC can be.  
 
Page 19, L553: Can you do an uncertainty analysis here? Where are the largest uncertainties and 
model dependencies in the analysis. 
We agree with the reviewer that a better quantification of the uncertainties is valuable. 
Uncertainties in ARTP arise from a number of factors, including emissions, RF and climate 
sensitivity. Currently, there is insufficient information to quantify the contribution from the 
regional climate sensitivities. Similarly, uncertainties in the aviation emission inventory are not 
available. We have however included an analysis of the impact of uncertainties in the different 
RF mechanisms and the global climate sensitivity on the global mean temperature response to 
the regional aviation emissions. We have also expanded the discussion on efficacy and aerosol 
indirect effects. 
 
Page 21, L589: Where do you demonstrate that the response is stronger than the forcing? And 
how does this analysis include effects of the large scale circulation and feedbacks? You are 
breaking most of those feedbacks with use of a CTM and unitless response functions from 
another model. 
This can be seen by comparing the latitudinal distribution of RF values given in Table SI2 with 
the distribution of the ARTPs (although the absolute magnitudes are not directly comparable 
since the ARTPs are given per unit emissions and as a function of time). Since we do not present 
the RF in separate figures and additional calculations are needed for a direct comparison of 
absolute values, we agree that this should be made clearer and have added (in Sect. 3.2):  



“This can be seen by comparing the latitudinal distribution of the RF values given in Table SI2 
with that of the ARTPs (note that absolute magnitudes are not directly comparable since the 
ARTPs are given per unit emissions and as a function of time).” 
 
The effects of large-scale circulation and feedbacks are included through the use of the regional 
climate sensitivities (forcing-temperature response relationships), which are derived from 
coupled climate model simulations. See also response to previous comments.  
 
Page 21, L606: Add to this some scaling by a factor of 40 for emissions in here somewhere, and 
I think this is problematic. 
To clarify, it is not the emissions that are scaled by a factor 40, but the concentrations.  
Furthermore, this is not done in the ARTP calculations, but in the climate model simulation used 
for evaluation (since otherwise there is a difficulty in detecting the signal above the model-
generated variability).  
 
Page 21, L608: At least I agree with the negative conclusion here: it is not clear to me that this 
concept has a lot of utility for aviation. Especially since you have left out aerosol indirect effects. 
Anything that involves clousds I think is highly problematic using this method. Would like to see 
a bit more uncertainty analysis to quantify where the uncertainty lies. 
Concerning the first sentence of the reviewer’s comments, we note again that it is very important 
to separate the concept from the characteristics of the input data we have had to use here. We 
believe that the concept has great utility and hopefully studies like ours will stimulate the 
development of more “bespoke” input data.  
 
An important application of emissions metrics is the assessment and comparison of the impact of 
various components under different emissions scenarios or of emission changes following 
mitigation measures. This in turn provides a basis for comparing and evaluating different 
mitigation strategies or policies. For instance, if a mitigation measure has different effects on 
NOx, CO2 or contrails, the subsequent climate impact of these species over time can be 
compared using our metrics. So while we agree that our frameworks has limitations when it 
comes to for calculating the total climate impact of aviation since we do not include indirect 
aerosol effects, we do not agree that there is no utility for the aviation industry. Furthermore, 
once established, our framework can be expanded and improved as science progresses and the 
knowledge of the aviation-induced forcing mechanisms is improved.  
 
An uncertainty analysis has been added - see response to comment Page 19, L553 above.  
 
Page 28, L882: What are the units of BC? Per unit of fuel or something else? Not clear from the 
caption. 
BC, OC and SO2 are per unit BC, OC and SO2, respectively. This has been specified in the 
captions of both Table 1 and 2.  
 
Page 32, L922: What are the units here? Mili-kelvin? Over what area? Do the regional colors 
(asterisk) correspond to the emissions colors? I’m not sure what is being plotted here. 



The caption has been modified to include a more detailed description of symbols and colors (see 
also response to comment above). The unit (milli kelvin) is given on the y-axis and the 
region/area is given on the x-axis (and now specified in the caption).  



Response to review of “Emission metrics for quantifying regional climate impacts of 
aviation” by Marianne T. Lund, Borgar Aamaas, Terje Berntsen, Lisa Bock, Ulrike 
Burkhardt, Jan S. Fuglestvedt and Keith P. Shine 
 
We thank the reviewer for the careful review and useful comments and suggestions. Responses 
to individual comments are given below.  
 
Anonymous Referee #2 
Received and published: 16 March 2017 
 
Major Comments: 
142: The RF kernels of Samset and Myhre (2011) are valuable because they are vertically 
distributed. But they are also limited in their spatial coverage. How do the authors map between 
the regions in their study and those in Samset and Myhre (2011)? For example, it would seem the 
latter does not provide any results for the author’s SAS and SPO regions. A more complete 2D 
spatial mapping of aerosol direct radiative forcing efficiencies is provided in Henze et al. (ES&T, 
dx.doi.org/10.1021/es301993s, 2012). Perhaps results from these two studies could be combined 
to provide a more complete analysis? Or at least findings from the latter could be used to provide 
some sense of the uncertainty involved in using only the Samset and Myhre regions as the basis 
for the present work. 
The RF kernels are calculated by applying globally uniform aerosol perturbations in each vertical 
layer, thereby providing full 3D fields (as already mentioned in the text), not kernels for separate 
geographical regions (Samset and Myhre 2011 then averages the RF globally and in different 
regions to illustrate geographical differences). We realize that this may not be clear from the 
cited literature and have added the following clarification to the methodology section in the 
current study:  
 
“(..) where the radiative forcing per burden was derived by imposing globally uniform 
perturbations of given aerosol species at 20 different pressure levels from the surface to 20 
hPa.” 
 
A comparison of results derived by using the RF kernels and sensitivities from the adjoint 
modeling of Henze et al. (2012) (as well RF from full radiative transfer modeling) would be an 
interesting sensitivity study as in both cases RF values depend on the chemistry-transport model 
used to establish the background aerosol concentrations (OsloCTM2 and GEOS-chem). 
However, we feel that this is outside the scope of our study.  
   
 
180-185: This argument feels a bit thin, given that some aspects of aerosol cloud interactions are 
at least better known that others. At the very least, could uncertainties owing to these processes 
be carried through the calculation, so that we know when uncertainties in these effect may alter 
the sign of the next outcome? 
While we agree that the understanding of interactions between anthropogenic aerosols and liquid 
clouds has improved, we still maintain that the impacts of aerosols on ice clouds remain highly 
uncertain. Furthermore, estimates of sector specific aerosol-cloud RF remain scarce. Studies of 
the potential effects of aviation BC on large scale cirrus clouds have yet to agree even on the sign 
the radiative forcing, and the magnitude of the impact depend heavily on assumptions in the 



models, ranging from -350 mW/m2 to + 90 mW/m2 even in a single study (Zhou and Penner 
2014). Of course, if either of these number represent the actual impact, this effect would 
dominate the climate effect of aviation.  
 
To our knowledge, only three studies have presented estimates of the impact of global aviation 
aerosols on liquid clouds, with results ranging from -46 to -15 mW/m2. We do not have the 
resources to quantify aerosol-cloud interactions of regional aviation emissions, but these three 
studies at least agree on the negative sign the global mean forcing, which could offset a 
considerable fraction of the warming from other components in the short term. So we have 
rewritten and added more detail:  
  
“Moreover, our results do not include effects of aerosol-cloud interactions, which is an 
important caveat. Studies have suggested a potential impact of aviation BC on large scale cirrus 
clouds, but have yet to agree even on the sign of the radiative forcing (Zhou & Penner, 2014). A 
few studies have investigated effects of aviation emissions on liquid clouds, with global mean RF 
estimates ranging from -46 to -15 mW/m2 (Gettelman & Chen, 2013; Kapadia et al., 2016; Righi 
et al., 2016), i.e., a cooling that could offset a considerable fraction of the positive RF of 
contrail-cirrus and ozone on a global scale. However, at present uncertainties in these estimates 
are also very large, and we consider that their inclusion here would be premature.” 
 
 
For Fig 4: why compare ARTP(20) and ARTP(100), when a more direct and fundamental 
comparison would be to just consider the RCS’s? The RCS is what other people will need, if 
they are to use the results from this study themselves to calculate ARTPs. At the very least it 
would be quite useful to compare the RCS values in addition to the existing figures using ARTP 
in particular years.  
While it is correct that the RCSs are needed as input if other people are to repeat the ARTP 
calculations, for instance with updated RF estimates, the ARTPs are what is needed in order to 
be able to make first-order estimates of the regional temperature impact of given emissions (the 
core application of the emission metrics). The RCS also do not have a temporal resolution, but 
are constant factors to distribute the impacts regionally. So, for instance the behavior of the net 
NOx impact over time would not be illustrated by the RCSs.  
 
Furthermore, we have not estimated new RCSs in this study (Fig. 4 shows a comparison against 
temperature response to global aviation – not the response to perturbations in individual latitude 
bands – and only for NOx). The RCSs have been tabulated in previous literature, but to further 
aid the reader, we have added a summary table in the supplementary material.  
 
General: For other people to make use of these results, it is useful to provide more information 
on the aviation emissions used in this study. The authors should provide a table of emissions by 
species and region, and they should provide separate total for emission by takeoff vs cruise 
altitudes. While it would be great if they could provide metrics broken down by the later 
category as well, I’d guess that would involve repeating a lot of calculations. But at least 
providing the details of the inventory they used would allow future users to be able to scale 
evaluations of the climate impacts of their own inventories accordingly, given some knowledge 
of how the authors’ inventory was distributed vertically. 



A table with total aviation emissions by species and region is already included in the 
supplementary material.  
 
To separate metrics by cruise and landing/takeoff (LTO) operations we would indeed need to 
repeat our model simulations, which require additional resources and time that are not available. 
Guidance on how to access and use the AEDT emissions in atmospheric models is provided in a 
technical note by Barrett et al. (2010), including how to define and estimate emissions during 
LTO, allowing users to for instance use our metrics with emissions broken down by category. 
We have added the following:  
“Guidance on how to access and use the AEDT emissions in atmospheric models is provided by 
Barrett et al. (2010). For input to the OsloCTM3, emissions are interpolated to the model’s 
horizontal and vertical resolution, and averaged monthly.” 
 
 
Minor comments: 
35-38: True, but this is evident from the fact that the RCS’s in e.g. Shindell 2012 are not 
uniform. So it is a bit odd to place this in the abstract, although I agree the application does being 
attention to the issue. 
The lack of one-to-one relationship between regional forcing and temperature response is one of 
the key features that can be emphasized by the use of sub-global, temperature-based emission 
metric such as the ARTP. It also points to added value of moving beyond RF-based emission 
metrics, such as the GWP. While this may be clear to the scientific community, it is not 
necessarily obvious to decision makers. We therefore feel that is an important point to highlight.  
 
40-41: The feels a bit obvious (biggest emissions have the biggest impact) â˘AˇT would 
discussing the impact per emission be of more interest? 
We do not feel that it is obvious that the bigger emissions lead to a largest net warming impact 
“in all latitude bands” (which is what we write in the abstract) as that is a result that emerges 
from our analysis. Since the reviewer flags this as a minor comment, we prefer to keep this as it 
is. To summarise the relationship between each emitting region and each response region (as 
shown in Figure 2) in a short sentence in the abstract would be very challenging. 
 
66: This statement is missing references. 
There are several studies of how regional emissions affect atmosphere and climate; we have 
added to examples – one general and one aviation specific: Berntsen et al. (2005, doi: 
10.1007/s10584-006-0433-4) and Stevenson and Derwent (2009, doi: 10.1029/2009gl039422). 
 
78: The phrase “in a grid cell” is vague (we don’t know yet how big your model grid cells are) 
and also ambiguous with regards to whether you are referring to grid-scale changes in 
temperature or grid-scale changes in emissions. 
The wording on line 78 is in fact “at a grid point level”, which is meant to be general so as not to 
make the link to a specific model or resolution. The sentence also states “temperature response 
and other climate variables”, thereby not referring to emissions. However, to clarify have 
rephrased to:  
“(…) very detailed spatial scales (e.g., grid point level)” 
 



83-84: Can the authors reference any in particular? 
Specific measures to reduce emissions are implemented at the sectoral (as well as regional/local) 
level. To assess their effectiveness in terms of reducing the climate impact, one needs to know 
how the sector contributes to climate change to begin with. We feel that this is a very generic 
statement that does not require specific references.  
 
 
91-93: How much uncertainty / error can this aggregation lead to? 
This is not easily quantified in a general way, as it depends on, among other things, which 
measure, which impact and which driver is considered. For instance, in Shine et al. (2005) it was 
found that the net temperature response to NOx emissions was positive in the Northern 
Hemisphere and negative in the Southern (due to different relative importance of ozone 
production and methane reduction), resulting in a very small on global-mean temperature impact. 
Lund et al. (2012) found a factor 2-7 higher impact of aviation NOx when assuming a non-linear 
impact function compared with one based on global global-mean input. In terms of RF, 
Burkhardt and Kärcher (2011) estimated a global-mean contrail RF of 37 mW/m2, but regionally 
values were up to 300 mW/m2.  
 
105-110: See also Sand et al., Nature Climate, doi:10.1038/nclimate2880, 2015. 
Yes, that is a relevant reference and has been included.  
 
183: I don’t understand what mechanisms this refers to. Please be more specific and provide 
references. 
This refers to the existing uncertainties also for contrail-cirrus, NOx and aerosol effects 
considered in our study. We agree that the current wording should be improved. The sentence 
also fits better after the first two sentences in this paragraph and now reads:  
“It should be noted that there is a broad range in the estimates of RF caused by the various 
aviation emissions reported in the literature (e.g., Brasseur et al. (2016); Lee et al. (2009)) and 
such uncertainties in RF will propagate to the emissions metrics.” 
 
Table 1: could you list NOx in the first half at the bottom the list of species, so that it is easier to 
compare these numbers to the results for NOx from other studies listed below? 
Good point. We have changed the order (and for consistency, also in Table 2).  
 
Table 1: I must be missing something â˘AˇT the GTP and GWP metrics are computed by emitted 
species (i.e., SO2 instead of sulfate), yet the authors report values for nitrate(Table 1), and these 
are reported separately from NOx emissions, even though nitrate is formed secondarily in the 
atmospheric from NOx. Can the authors please explain this more? 
We thank the reviewer for pointing this out, the tables are not labeled correctly. The NOx entry 
includes the impact of NOx on ozone and methane, while the nitrate label is the effect of NOx-
induced nitrate formation. To make this clear, the table should read NOx-nitrate and NOx-ozone-
methane. We separated out the nitrate contribution since to our knowledge no previous estimates 
exist, making it difficult to compare the NOx metrics with previous literature if it was included. 
However, we realize that this may be unclear in further application of the metrics, since these 
two NOx values would first have to be added. So, we have combined to one metric for the net 
NOx effect. Tables 1 and 2 have been changed and the text clarified:  



 
“Our estimates also includes the cooling effect from NOx-induced formation of nitrate aerosols, 
which has to our knowledge not been accounted for in any previous GWP and GTP estimates.”    
 
Fig 2: Please explain the difference between the color bars vs star points in panels E and F, and 
define O3 vs O3PM in the figure caption itself. 
This has been included in the caption.  
 
381: Also Lacey et al. (PNAS, doi:10.1073/pnas.1612430114, 2017) used ARTPs to investigate 
this for cookstove emissions. 
This new study of cook stove emission is very interesting, but as far as we understand it focuses 
on the impact of regional emissions on global temporal temperature change, determined using 
regional climate sensitivities, but not explicitly presenting results to support the current sentence.  
 
132: Is this perturbation positive or negative? Does it make a difference, for SO2 and NOx? 
The perturbation is negative, i.e., we remove 20% of emissions. However, the difference 
between the reference and perturbed run is chosen so as to determine the impact of the aviation 
sector emissions (rather than the impact of a specific emission increase or decrease), so in that 
sense it will not matter. It is possible that non-linearities in the chemistry would result in 
differences compared to a positive perturbation. The impact of such non-linearities when 
applying different size perturbations with the same magnitude has been found to be relatively 
small (e.g., Hoor et al. 2009; Lund et al. 2014; Myhre et al. 2011).  
 
Fig 2: Given the factor of 0.5 in Eq 2, why isn’t O3PM 50% that of the CH4 in panels E and F? 
Is this a consequence of the spatial re-scaling from Fry 2012? If so, I would have expected it to 
be less than 50% in some regions and greater than 50% in others. 
This is because CH4 includes the RF of the methane-induced stratospheric water vapor change as 
described in Sect. 2, while the RF O3PM is estimated as 0.5 of the “pure” RF CH4. We have 
added a clarification in the figure caption. We also discovered a very small error in a couple of 
the O3PM RF. These have been corrected, but do not affect our results.   
 
222: Why not use the RCS for sulfate for sulfate, rather than for the mean of CO2 and sulfate? 
What RCS is used for nitrate (although not clear how nitrate is treated anyways)? 
The same RCS is applied for nitrate as for sulfate and OC. This has been clarified in the text.  
We follow the approach of previous studies when adopting the mean sulfate/CO2 RCSs (Collins 
et al. 2013; Shindell and Faluvgi 2010). There has been one application with the sulfate-only 
RCS as well (Shindell 2012). In fact, when comparing the RCS, they are very similar (Shindell 
2012 and Shindell and Faluvegi 2010), and choosing one over the other are not likely to 
significantly affect our findings.  
 
492-497: This statement is a convolution of two issues that could be separated, which are that the 
RF of O3 per ppb is horizontally and vertically variable, and that the climate response to this RF 
is also variable. 
A good point. We have added: 
“(…) which in turn also depends on altitude (e.g., Olsen et al. (2013)).” 
 



536-538 and 550-551: Fig 4 only shows the normalized results, so it is hard to know how much 
of an overestimate the authors are talking about here. Can they also provide the absolute results?  
The lines in question discuss the possible overestimation in more general terms, based on the 
existing literature on BC forcing-response. We do not currently have sufficient information on 
the vertical sensitivity in the BC forcing-response in latitude bands other than the Arctic to say 
how large such an overestimation could be. The regional distribution in Fig. 4B gives an 
indication, but it is only one climate model, and given the uncertainty in the magnitude in 
temperature response to BC in current global climate model we have some reservations against 
discussing the absolute magnitudes. This is further strengthened by slight differences in the 
experimental setup and input data in the HadSM3/ECHAM versus CESM/RTP, which, as 
described in the text, means that differences in absolute magnitude cannot be entirely attributed 
to model differences. All in all and given the scope of our study, we feel that a focus on 
geographical distributions is preferable.   
 
Did the authors consider using ARTPs for the land-only response from Shindell 2012? 
The reviewer brings up an interesting suggestion. A comparison of the response estimated with 
the land-only regional climate sensitivities against the corresponding temperature response 
simulated by other climate models could be an interesting part of a more detailed 
evaluation/sensitivity study. However, here we are limited by the availability of output from the 
HadSM3 and ECHAM models.  
 
 
Technical corrections: 
87: as a bridge 
133: sulfer dioxide 
137: each region are 
303: in the present analysis we 
Corrected.  
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ABSTRACT 26 

This study examines the impacts of emissions from aviation in six source regions on global and 27 

regional temperature. We consider the NOx-induced impacts on ozone and methane, aerosols and 28 

contrail-cirrus formation, and calculate the global and regional climate metrics Global Warming 29 

Potential (GWP), Global Temperature change Potential (GTP) and Absolute Regional 30 

Temperature change Potential (ARTP). GWPs and GTPs vary by a factor 2-4 between source 31 

regions. We find the highest aviation aerosol metric values for South Asian emissions, while 32 

contrail-cirrus metrics are higher for Europe and North America, where contrail formation is 33 

prevalent, and South America plus Africa, where the optical depth is large once contrails form. 34 

The ARTP illustrate important differences in the latitudinal patterns of radiative forcing (RF) and 35 

temperature response: The temperature response in a given latitude band can be considerably 36 

stronger than suggested by the RF in that band, also emphasizing the importance of large-scale 37 

circulation impacts. To place our metrics in context, we quantify the temperature response in the 38 

four broad latitude bands following a one-year pulse emission from present-day aviation, including 39 

CO2. Aviation over North America and Europe causes the largest net warming impact in all latitude 40 

bands, reflecting the higher air traffic activity in these regionshere. Contrail-cirrus For all regions, 41 

the largest single gives the largest warming contribution in the short-term, but also remains 42 

important in several regions even after 100 years. CO2 becomes dominant at a 100 year time 43 

horizon. However, our results also illustrate the relative importance of CO2 on shorter time scales 44 

is from contrail-cirrus 20 years after the emissions, while CO2 becomes dominant at 100 years, 45 

although contrail-cirrus remain important in several regions also on this time scale. Our emission 46 

metrics can be further used to estimate regional temperature impact under alternative aviation 47 

emission scenarios. A first evaluation of the ARTP in the context of aviation suggests that further 48 

work to account for vertical sensitivities in the relationship between RF and temperature response 49 

would be valuable for further use of the concept. 50 

 51 

 52 

 53 

 54 
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 55 

 56 

1 INTRODUCTION 57 

The global aviation sector has historically been one of most rapidly growing economic sectors, 58 

and the increase in activity is projected to continue in the foreseeable future. The impacts of 59 

aviation exhaust emissions on atmosphere and climate have been under scrutiny for several 60 

decades (e.g., (Brasseur et al., 2016; Fahey et al., 1995; Lee et al., 2009; Penner et al., 1999; Sausen 61 

et al., 2005). Today, global aviation contributes about 2% of the total anthropogenic CO2 emissions. 62 

In addition to emissions of CO2, aviation impacts climate through a number of other mechanisms, 63 

including emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx), aerosols and precursor species, aerosol-cloud 64 

interactions and formation of contrail-cirrus. These have a much shorter lifetime than a 65 

perturbation to CO2 and hence produce distinctly inhomogeneous radiative forcing and contribute 66 

to further inhomogeneity in temperature response. Moreover, the regional and global climate 67 

impact of equal emissions of short-lived species can vary depending on where, and even when, the 68 

emissions occur (e.g, Berntsen et al. (2006); Stevenson and Derwent (2009)). Knowledge of such 69 

regional and temporal variability is important for understanding the climate impacts of the sector 70 

and can be an important consideration in mitigation.   71 

The spatial variability – from emissions through impacts on atmosphere and radiative forcing, to 72 

temperature response – that characterizes the aviation sector is well recognized in the scientific 73 

community. Several studies have explored the regional differences in aviation NOx-induced ozone 74 

changes and quantified the radiative forcing (RF) of aviation emissions (Gilmore et al., 2013; 75 

Köhler et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2009; Olsen et al., 2013; Penner et al., 1999; Sausen et al., 2005; 76 

Stevenson & Derwent, 2009; Unger et al., 2013). However, fewer estimates of regional 77 

temperature response exist (Huszar et al., 2013; Jacobson et al., 2012; Olivié et al., 2012). Because 78 

of the lack of a one-to-one relationship between forcing and response patterns (Boer & Yu, 2003; 79 

Shindell et al., 2010), the strength of regional aviation-induced temperature changes cannot be 80 

inferred directly from the corresponding RF distributions. The only tools to provide temperature 81 

response and other climate variables on very detailed spatial scales (e.g., a grid point level) are 82 

comprehensive climate or earth system models. However, most, if not all, individual economic 83 

sectors or individual mitigation measures cause small perturbations, making it difficult (or costly) 84 
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to capture a robust signal of the consequent response in climate models without significantly 85 

scaling up the emissions. On the other hand,  knowledgeproviding first-order estimates aboutof 86 

contributions of individual sectors to total climate impact, and or of the effects of specific measures, 87 

is essential for the formulation and assessment of effective mitigation strategies. 88 

 89 

Emission metrics, such as the Global Warming Potential (GWP) and Global Temperature change 90 

Potential (GTP) are tools which can serve as a bridge to policy making, and are commonly used 91 

for aggregating information and placing different emissions on a common scale. Several studies 92 

have also used simplified climate models to calculate the global mean temperature response to 93 

aviation (Berntsen & Fuglestvedt, 2008; Khodayari et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2009; Marais et al., 94 

2008; Skeie et al., 2009). While aggregation and synthesis is often necessary for reasons of 95 

applicability, any such spatially aggregated measure has the disadvantage that it hides the 96 

underlying spatial distributions of impacts and the strength of regional impacts.  97 

 98 

Recent work has advanced the development of metric concepts which can capture regional impacts. 99 

Shine et al. (2005a) and Lund et al. (2012) explored the use of non-linear damage functions to 100 

capture spatial information about climate impacts in  global metrics. Lund et al. (2012) compared 101 

the impact of NOx and aerosol emissions from the transport sectors and found that the loss of 102 

information due to global averaging was largest in the case of aviation. However, currently the 103 

only metric to provide estimates of impacts on a sub-global scale is the Absolute Regional 104 

Temperature change Potential (ARTP) (Shindell & Faluvegi, 2009; Shindell & Faluvegi, 2010). 105 

The ARTP uses a set of regional climate sensitivities to provides time-varying surface temperature 106 

response in four latitude bands to emissions, accounting for the regional RF caused by the 107 

emissions. These sensitivities are derived from simulations with a coupled climate model and 108 

express the relationship between the pattern of a radiative forcing and the consequent surface 109 

temperature in a given latitude band. Hence, the  thisARTP provides additional insight into the 110 

geographical spatial distribution pattern of temperature change response to inhomogeneous 111 

forcings beyond that available from traditional global metrics. For instance, Collins et al. (2013) 112 

calculated used the ARTPs from Shindell and Faluvegi (2009) to examine the regional temperature 113 

response for  to emissions of short-livednear-term climate forcers in four regions, while Lund et 114 
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al. (2014) used the ARTP to quantifyied the regional temperature impacts of on-road diesel 115 

emissions and Sand et al. (2016) examined Arctic temperature responses.  116 

 117 

In this study we combine chemistry-transport and radiative transfer modeling to calculate the GWP, 118 

GTP and ARTP for global and regional aviation emissions. We consider a broad set of forcing 119 

mechanisms and emissions in six separate source regions. Aviation-induced radiative forcing of 120 

ozone and aerosols are obtained from simulations with the chemistry-transport model OsloCTM3 121 

(Søvde et al., 2012) and subsequent radiative transfer calculations, while the radiative forcing from 122 

the formation contrail-cirrus is simulated with ECHAM5-CCMod (Bock & Burkhardt, 2016a; b). 123 

Based on this we calculate both global and regional emission metrics. This allows us to capture (i) 124 

the impact of regional aviation emissions on global temperature response and (ii) the regional 125 

temperature response to regional emissions. Using the ARTP, we quantify the regional impact of 126 

the present-day (i.e., year 2006) aviation sector, showing the contributions over time from 127 

individual species and emission regions to the temperature response in different latitude bands. 128 

The set of regional climate sensitivities that form the basis for the ARTP, by is a set of regional 129 

climate sensitivities, derived by a single climate model, expressing the inter-regional relationship 130 

between radiative forcings and subsequent temperature response in the four latitude bands, have 131 

so far only been derived by one climate model and for four broad latitude bands (Shindell & 132 

Faluvegi, 2009). Establishing such sensitivities requires a large number of multi-decadal 133 

simulations and is thus very costly in terms of computer resources. Taking our analysis one step 134 

further, we therefore compare the regional temperature response to aviation ozone and black 135 

carbon aerosols estimated using these regional climate sensitivities with results from simulations 136 

with three other climate models, hence performing a first evaluation of the application of the ARTP 137 

in the context of selected aviation forcing mechanisms.  138 

 139 

2 METHODOLOGY 140 

2.1 ATMOSPHERIC CONCENTRATIONS AND RADIATIVE FORCING 141 

To quantify the changes in atmospheric concentrations of ozone and aerosols resulting from global 142 

and regional aviation emissions, the global chemistry-transport model OsloCTM3 is used (Søvde 143 

et al., 2012). The model is run with year 2010 meteorology and a T42 resolution (approximately 144 
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2.8° x 2.8°) with 60 vertical layers from the surface to 0.1 hPa. Aviation emissions for 2006 are 145 

from the AEDT inventory (Wilkerson et al., 2010), while other anthropogenic and biomass burning 146 

emissions are from the HTAPv2 (Janssens-Maenhout et al., 2015) and Global Fire Emissions 147 

Database version 3 (GFED3; van der Werf et al. (2010)) inventories. Guidance on how to access 148 

and use the AEDT emissions in atmospheric models is provided by Barrett et al. (2010). For input 149 

to the OsloCTM3, emissions are interpolated to the model’s horizontal and vertical resolution, and 150 

averaged monthly. A 20% perturbation of aviation emissions of black and organic carbon (BC, 151 

OC), sulfure d oxidedioxide (SO2) and NOx is applied globally and in six separate emission source 152 

regions, covering both hemispheres and the main flight corridors (Fig. 1): North America (NAM), 153 

Europe (EUR), East Asia (EAS), South Asia and Middle East (SAS), South America and Africa 154 

(SAF) and South Pacific Ocean (SPO). Total aviation emissions by species and in each region 155 

areis summarized in Table SI1.  156 

 157 

For input to the metric calculations (Sect. 2.2), we calculate the global mean RF for each emitted 158 

species i and emission region r, as well as the RF averaged over four latitude bands l (90-28°S, 159 

28°S-28°N, 28-60°N and 60-90°N) (RFi,l,r). The direct forcing of aviation aerosols is quantified 160 

using the  3D-dimensional radiative forcing kernels developed by Samset and Myhre (2011), 161 

where the radiative forcing per burden was derived by imposing globally uniform perturbations of 162 

aerosol concentrations at 20 different pressure levels from the surface to 20 hPa. while tThe NOx-163 

induced ozone forcing is calculated using the Oslo radiative transfer model (RTM), including 164 

stratospheric temperature adjustment. The Oslo RTM consists of a broad band scheme for 165 

longwave radiation and a scheme using the multi-stream DISORT code for shortwave radiation 166 

(Myhre et al., 2000). The RF of NOx-induced methane changes is calculated as 167 

 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶4,𝑟𝑟 = Δ𝜏𝜏𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶4,𝑟𝑟 ∙ [𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶4]2010 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶4 ∙ 𝑅𝑅                                                                                 (1) 168 

where ∆𝜏𝜏𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶4,𝑟𝑟 is the relative change in methane lifetime between the control run and each of the 169 

emissions perturbations, [CH4]2010 the 2010 global methane concentration of 1788 ppb, RFeffCH4 170 

the methane radiative efficiency of 0.36 (mW m-2) ppb-1 (IPCC, 2014) and f the feedback factor of 171 

1.34 (Holmes et al., 2013). The RF of the subsequent methane-induced O3 change (O3LL) (Wild 172 

et al., 2001) is calculated as:  173 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑂3𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,𝑟𝑟 = 0.5 ∙  𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶4                                                                                                                       (2)    174 
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A decrease in atmospheric methane also results in a slight decrease in stratospheric water vapor, 175 

and hence an additional small negative impact, included in our RFCH4 based on Myhre et al. (2007) 176 

as:  177 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆,𝑟𝑟 = 0.15 ∙  𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶4                                                                                                                (3) 178 

To obtain the latitudinal distributions RFCH4,l,r and RFO3LL,l,r we use the same approach as in Collins 179 

et al. (2013) and Lund et al. (2014), and scale results according to the latitudinal distribution of 180 

methane forcing derived from a global methane concentration perturbation (Fry et al., 2012).  181 

In order to quantify the RF from the formation and persistence of contrail-cirrus caused by global 182 

and regional aviation emissions, simulations with ECHAM5-CCMod (Bock & Burkhardt, 2016a; 183 

b) are performed at T42 resolution with 41 vertical levels using the same emission inventory and 184 

source regions as in the OsloCTM3. ECHAM5-CCMod is based on the ECHAM5-HAM 185 

(Lohmann et al., 2008), which is extended by a contrail cirrus scheme with two-moment 186 

microphysics. The two-moment microphysical scheme allows for a more realistic representation 187 

of the microphysical and optical properties of contrail cirrus. The model is validated and used to 188 

provide updated calculations of stratosphere adjusted contrail-cirrus RF by Bock and Burkhardt 189 

(2016b), resulting in a global mean RF of 56 mW m-2 for the 2006 AEDT aviation emissions used 190 

in this study. The existence of contrail-cirrus results in a decrease in natural cirrus clouds, causing 191 

a negative RF that partly offsets contrail-cirrus warming. The magnitude of this feedback effect is 192 

uncertain, but . This cooling contribution is not included in our analysis, but is estimatesd suggest 193 

a forcing to be on on the order of 20 percent of the RF of contrail-cirrus on global mean (Burkhardt 194 

& Kaercher, 2011). We include the feedback by reducing the contrail-cirrus RF by 20 percent for 195 

all emission source regions, i.e., assuming, in the absence of more detailed information, that the 196 

negative RF is spatially constant.  197 

 198 

The Resulting RFs are given by component, source region and latitude band are given in Table 199 

SI2. Most of the species have short atmospheric lifetimes and consequently the RF is largest in the 200 

latitude bands closest to where the emissions occur. Some contrail-cirrus RF values are negative, 201 

which might be due to a change of cloud cover overlap in the model. It should be noted that there 202 

is a broad range in the estimates of  considerable uncertainties in the magnitude of RFforcing also 203 

caused byfrom the various other aviation emissions reported in the literature -induced mechanisms 204 
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remain(e.g., Brasseur et al. (2016); Lee et al. (2009)), and such uncertainties in  RF will and 205 

contributespropagate to  to uncertainties in the emissions metrics. To examine the importance, we 206 

perform an uncertainty analysis as described in Sect. 2.2. Moreover, Oour results do not include 207 

effects of aerosol- cloud interactions, which is an important caveat. Studies have suggested a 208 

potential impact of aviation BC on large scale cirrus clouds, but have yet to agree even on the sign 209 

of the radiative forcing (Zhou & Penner, 2014). A few studies have investigated effects of aviation 210 

emissions on liquid clouds, with global mean RF estimates ranging from -46 to -15 mW/m2 211 

(Gettelman & Chen, 2013; Kapadia et al., 2016; Righi et al., 2016), i.e., a negative RF that could 212 

offset a considerable fraction of the positive RF of contrail-cirrus and ozone on a global scale. This 213 

is an important limitation, as recent studies suggest that indirect effects both via the modification 214 

of cirrus clouds and low level clouds could be large . However, at present uncertainties in these 215 

estimates are also very large, and we consider that their inclusion here would be premature. It 216 

should be noted that considerable uncertainties in the magnitude of forcing also from other 217 

aviation-induced mechanisms remain, and contributes to uncertainties in the emissions metrics. 218 

 219 

2.2 GLOBAL AND REGIONAL CLIMATE METRICS 220 

We present calculations of the global and regional climate metrics GTP, GWP and ARTP for 221 

regional aviation emissions. The GWP and GTP methodology is extensively documented in the 222 

literature, (e.g., Aamaas et al. (2013); Fuglestvedt et al. (2003); Shine et al. (2005b)). Hence, we 223 

only describe the ARTP framework here.  224 

The Absolute Regional Temperature change Potential (ARTP) gives the time-dependent 225 

temperature response following a pulse emission in the four latitude bands 90-28°S, 28°S-28°N, 226 

28-60°N and 60-90°N, accounting for the regional RF caused by the emissions. This regional 227 

temperature response is calculated using a set of Regional Climate Sensitivities, RCSi,l,m. The 228 

RCSi,l,m is the unitless regional response in latitude band m due to a radiative forcing in latitude 229 

band l caused by a change in species i, relative to global sensitivity. Hence, the RCSi,l,m express the 230 

relative regional response pattern. The regional climate sensitivities are developed based on a large 231 

set of simulations performed with the coupled atmosphere-ocean climate model GISS (Shindell & 232 

Faluvegi, 2009; Shindell & Faluvegi, 2010).  233 
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For BC, OC, SO2, NOx-induced ozone and contrail-cirrus, the ARTP in latitude band m at time H 234 

following a pulse emission (where H is significantly longer than the lifetimes/adjustment times of 235 

component) is calculated as: 236 

𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚(𝐶𝐶) = ∑ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑙𝑙,𝑟𝑟
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟

∙ 𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝐶𝐶)𝑙𝑙                (4) 237 

where 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑙𝑙,𝑟𝑟 is the RF in latitude band l caused by one year of emissions 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟 of species i in region 238 

r.  The impulse response function IRF(H) is a temporal temperature response to an instantaneous 239 

unit pulse of RF, which includes the global climate sensitivity. Here we have used the IRF of 240 

Boucher and Reddy (2008), which gives an equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) of 1.06 K (W m-241 
2)-1, equivalent to a 3.9 K equilibrium response to a doubling of CO2. This is in the upper range 242 

reported in the Fifth IPCC Assessment Report (Bindoff et al., 2013). Assuming that the regional 243 

climate sensitivities scale linearly with the ECS, adopting a lower value reduces the magnitude of 244 

temperature response, and its time evolution, but does not affect the latitudinal distribution.  245 

Equation 4 can be used for short-lived species where H is significantly longer than the lifetime of 246 

the species (typically days to weeks). In the case of NOx-induced methane and subsequent ozone 247 

changes, the longer atmospheric residence time demands an additional IRF that describes the 248 

atmospheric decay of methane (IRFlong). We add: 249 

𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑅𝑅−𝑡𝑡/𝜏𝜏                  (5) 250 

where τ=11.3 years is the adjustment time for methane for this model run. The ARTPlong is then 251 

calculated following: 252 

𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚,𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝐶𝐶) =  ∑ ∫ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙,𝑟𝑟
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟

∙ 𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝐶𝐶 − 𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙             (6) 253 

The net ARTP is the sum of contributions given by Equations 4 and 6. 254 

The RCSi,l,m used in the emission metric calculations are summarized in Table SI3. For OC, sulfate, 255 

nitrate, contrail-cirrus and methane (plus methane-induced ozone changes) we use the RCSi,l,m of 256 

the mean of the responses to CO2 and sulfate, as tabulated in Shindell and Faluvegi (2010). For 257 

BC and NOx-induced ozone change the respective RCSi,l,m from Shindell and Faluvegi (2009) (and 258 

tabulated in Collins et al. (2013)) are used.  259 

The temperature response per unit RF can differ between different forcing mechanisms, i.e., 260 

mechanisms can have their own specific climate sensitivity parameter. This is often expressed as 261 
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an efficacy, defined as the ratio of the climate sensitivity parameter for a given forcing agent to 262 

that for a given change in CO2 (Hansen et al., 2005). The efficacy depends primarily on the spatial 263 

distribution of the RF, both in the horizontal and vertical. The RCSi,l,m implicitly include 264 

differences in efficacy of individual components arising from the horizontal forcing distribution 265 

(to the extent that the driving processes are accounted for in the underlying climate model 266 

simulations). The RCSi,l,m are established for the four forcing agents BC, ozone, sulfate and CO2. 267 

Contrail-specific regional sensitivities do so far not exist. Two studies have indicated that the 268 

efficacy of line-shaped contrails may be as low as For contrail-cirrus, an important caveat is the 269 

exclusion of efficacy (i.e., the ratio of the climate sensitivity parameter for a given forcing 270 

mechanisms to that of CO2 changes), which studies indicate could be as low as 0.3-0.6 (Ponater et 271 

al., 2005; Rap et al., 2010). However, little or no information about the efficacy of contrail-cirrus 272 

and the dependence of the climate sensitivity parameter of contrails on the horizontal forcing 273 

distribution exist. It should also be noted that efficacies from the small sector-specific forcings can 274 

currently only be derived by applying large scaling factors to produce forcings large enough to 275 

give a significant response in the climate models. This adds an additional uncertainty to deriving 276 

reliable RCSi,l,m, in particular for contrail-cirrus due to the saturation effects. Using the average 277 

sensitivities of sulfate and CO2 to calculate the ARTPs of contrail-cirrus allows us to account for 278 

a broader set of aviation-induced forcing mechanisms in our analysis, and these RCSi,l,m include 279 

both a longwave absorption and a shortwave scattering component. The efficacy of scattering 280 

aerosols and greenhouse gases is also likely less dependent on altitude than for absorbing aerosols. 281 

However, we recognize that there can be uncertainties associated with this approach that can 282 

presently not be quantified. As for estimates of efficacies at the global scale, such as those given 283 

by Ponater et al. (2005) and Rap et al. (2010), these can be included in the metric application as a 284 

scaling factor, as discussed in Sect. 3.3. However, presently few studies have investigated the 285 

efficacy of aviation-induced forcing mechanisms. . While the efficacy is implicitly included in the 286 

RCSi,l,m of individual components, to the extent that the driving processes are accounted for the 287 

simulations from which the sensitivities are derived, we do not have specific contrail-cirrus RCSi,l,m.  288 

The dependence of the climate sensitivity parameter on the altitude of the perturbation is discussed 289 

in more detail in Sect. 3.4. We also explore potential uncertainties in our analysis arising from 290 

such vertical dependence by comparing the temperature responses estimated using the RCSi,l,m with 291 

temperature simulated by three additional climate models (Sect. 2.3).  292 
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Emission metrics are given on a per unit emission basis. However, for contrail-cirrus it is not clear 293 

how to pose the metric since no direct correspondence between an emission and the consequent 294 

forcing exists in this case. In order to provide consistent mass-based metrics for all components, 295 

we adopt the same approach as Fuglestvedt et al. (2010) and calculate the contrail-cirrus GWP, 296 

GTP and ARTP per unit CO2 emitted. However, as also discussed in Fuglestvedt et al. (2010), an 297 

alternative is to relate the contrail-cirrus forcing to the distance flown. This approach may be more 298 

consistent with the way aircraft generate contrails and here we also provide metrics on a per km 299 

basis. Both approaches are problematic when applying the methodology to future air traffic 300 

scenario which likely include fuel efficiency improvements. An increase in fuel efficiency causes 301 

a higher probability of contrail formation and at the same time a decrease in CO2 emissions. 302 

Therefore, contrail-cirrus RF per CO2 emission would increase strongly, whereas contrail-cirrus 303 

RF per flight distance would increase less so. 304 

In the following, we present emission metrics and calculate temperature changes for time horizons 305 

of 20 and 100 years after a one-year pulse of present-day aviation emissions. Real world emissions 306 

are of course not pulses, but rather change over time following the development in economic 307 

activity, technology and regulations. However, pulse based emission metrics can be used to 308 

quantify the net difference between two emission scenarios since any scenario can be viewed as a 309 

series of pulse emissions and analyzed through convolution (Eq. 7 below). Metrics for pulse 310 

emissions are also useful in themselves for illustrating the temporal behavior of various species. 311 

Realistic emissions will be continuous, leading to different relative contributions of short- and 312 

long-lived, warming and cooling species over time. Through the use of convolution, our metric 313 

framework can be used to estimate the temperature impact following any emission scenarios Ei,r(t). 314 

For instance, the regional temperature response in latitude band m for species i for a scenario is 315 

the convolution of the emission scenario and the ARTP for a pulse emission (Aamaas et al., 2013):  316 

∆𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) = ∫ 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡′) ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡′)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡′𝑡𝑡
0                                                                               (7) 317 

For most short-lived species, the result will be a scaling of the ARTP value for a certain time 318 

horizon. However, this is not the case for NOx, where the different time scales of the warming 319 

ozone effect and cooling effects linked to methane results in a change of the sign of the emission 320 

metric over time (as illustrated for GTP by Aamaas et al. (2016)). 321 
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To establish ranges in the global mean temperature change after 20 and 100 years due to 322 

uncertainty in RF and ECS, we perform a Monte Carlo analysis with 100 000 draws. Each RF 323 

mechanism is treated as a random variable, following a probability density function (PDF) defined 324 

using estimates from the existing literature. For the aerosols, we use  the multi-model results from 325 

the AeroCom Phase II experiment (Myhre et al., 2013a), while for CO2 and the NOx-induced 326 

changes in ozone and methane, we use the uncertainties from the IPCC AR5 (Myhre et al., 2013b). 327 

The NOx-induced ozone and methane impacts are assumed to be dependent and a PDF for the net 328 

RF is established. Relative uncertainties are given in Table SI4. For contrail-cirrus we infer a 329 

lognormal distribution using the best estimate of 0.05 W m-2 and 90% confidence interval of [0.02, 330 

0.10] W m-2 based on IPCC AR5. The distribution of the total RF is derived by summing the PDFs 331 

of individual mechanisms. This approach assumes that the forcing uncertainties are independent. 332 

We also adopt a lognormal distribution for the ECS and assume a best estimate of 3 K for a 333 

doubling of CO2, and an upper and lower value of 1.5K and 4.5K (Bindoff et al., 2013). Ranges 334 

are given at the 1 SD level (16% and 84% percentiles). 335 

 336 

An additional source of uncertainty is the regional climate sensitivities. A full set of RCSi,l,m have 337 

so far only been estimated with one climate model and it can be expected that they are likely model 338 

dependent. When compared with the response to historical aerosol forcing in several other climate 339 

models, the sensitivities seem fairly robust (Shindell, 2012). Two studies have also repeated the 340 

BC experiments from Shindell and Faluvegi (2009) for BC with similar findings in terms of spatial 341 

distribution of forcing and temperature response (Flanner, 2013; Sand et al., 2013). However, this 342 

evaluation is limited and a formal quantification of the uncertainty or model dependence is 343 

currently not possible.  344 

 345 

2.3 SIMULATED TEMPERATURE RESPONSE  346 

To evaluate the application of the regional climate sensitivities in the context of aviation RF, we 347 

compare temperature responses estimated using the ARTP concept with temperature response 348 

patterns simulated by three climate models: the NCAR Community Earth System Model 349 

(CESM1.2) (Hurrell et al., 2013), HadSM3 (Williams et al., 2001) and ECHAM (Stenke et al., 350 

2008). Simulations with the two latter models were performed within the EU project QUANTIFY 351 
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(Ponater et al., 2009) and results used in Lund et al. (2012). Simulations with the CESM1.2 are 352 

performed for this study using the aviation ozone concentration perturbation from OsloCTM3. In 353 

order to obtain a statistically significant response to aviation ozone in the model, the perturbation 354 

is scaled by a factor 40 (similar factors were applied in the HadSM3 and ECHAM simulations, see 355 

Lund et al. (2012) for details). We run a four member ensemble of 60 years, using the last 30 in 356 

the analysis. The statistical significance is assessed using the False Discovery Rate approach (FDR) 357 

(Wilks, 2006). Here we focus on regional patterns of temperature response, but we recognize the 358 

potential non-linearities that may arise when scaling of this magnitude is applied (e.g., Shine et al. 359 

(2012)) and uncertainties should be caution kept in mind when that theconsidering the absolute 360 

magnitude of temperature responses should be interpreted with care. Figure SI 1A) shows the zonal 361 

annual mean aviation-induced ozone concentration change caused by global aviation NOx 362 

emissions from the OsloCTM3 (i.e., before scaling)used in simulations with the CESM1.2 , and 363 

while Fig. SI 1B) shows the annual mean CESM2.1 temperature response to the scaled global 364 

aviation ozone perturbation (hatching indicates statistical significance at the 0.05 level). 365 

We also compare temperature responses to aviation BC simulated by HadSM3 using the same 366 

model configuration as given in Shine et al. (2012). 367 

For comparison with climate model results, we use the regional climate sensitivities to estimate 368 

athe  regional equilibrium temperature response (ΔTi,r,m) to a constant forcing rather than the 369 

temperature response over time, i.e., assuming a constant forcing, following Eq. 6 of Shindell 370 

(2012):  371 

 372 
∆𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖,𝑟𝑟,𝑚𝑚 = ∑ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙,𝑟𝑟 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙                                                                                                             (8) 373 

and adopting the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) inherent in the IRF from Boucher and 374 

Reddy (2008) described above. 375 

 376 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 377 

3.1 GLOBAL EMISSION METRICS  378 

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the 20 and 100 year GWPs and GTPs of global and regional aviation 379 

emissions, respectively, given relative to CO2 using the CO2 impulse response function (IRFCO2) 380 
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from Joos et al. (2013). The global GWPs and GTPs are not the main focus of our study, but are 381 

included and briefly described for comparison with previous estimates. Our emission metrics do 382 

not account for climate-carbon feedbacks. If included, such feedback could increase the relative 383 

importance of non-CO2 species (e.g., Gasser et al. (2017)).  384 

Our GWPs for the net effect of global aviation NOx are somewhat higher than the range estimated 385 

by Skowron et al. (2013) using several different aviation emission inventories in a single model 386 

and Myhre et al. (2010) based on multi-model results (Table 1). They also fall in the upper end of 387 

the range reported by Fuglestvedt et al. (2010). The NOx GTPs fall at or in the positive end of 388 

reported ranges. A number of factors can contribute to difference in the metric values, including 389 

differences in input radiative forcing, treatment and inclusion of methane-induced changes in 390 

ozone and stratospheric water vapor, and differences in the parameters of the IRFCO2. Our estimates 391 

also include the cooling effect from NOx-induced formation of nitrate aerosols, which has to our 392 

knowledge not been accounted for in any previous aviation GWP and GTP estimates. The 393 

estimated contrail-cirrus GWPs and GTPs are similar about 30 percent higher thanto those given 394 

in Fuglestvedt et al. (2010). However, values are not directly comparable as we This is unsurprising 395 

since we in the present analysis consider the combined RF of contrail-cirrus (i.e., young line shaped 396 

contrails and those cirrus originating from them, and their associated optical depth) and include 397 

the feedback of natural clouds in the present analysis, i.e., young line shaped contrails and those 398 

cirrus originating from them, and their associated optical depth, and not only line shaped contrails 399 

as in earlier studies. The RF of contrail-cirrus was shown to be 9 times higher than the RF of line 400 

shaped contrails when assuming constant optical depth (Burkhardt & Kaercher, 2011). Further 401 

differences arise from the use of different IRFCO2. Our GWPs and GTPs for the direct effect of BC 402 

and sulfate aerosols are higher than those derived by Fuglestvedt et al. (2010) by a four (a factor 403 

two for BC GTPs). However, the values from Fuglestvedt et al. (2010) are not specific for aviation 404 

emissions, but based on input multi-model mean RF from all anthropogenic emissions (Schulz et 405 

al., 2006). We are not aware of any previous estimates of aviation aerosol GWP and GTP.  406 

Quantifying the GTPs and GWPs of regional aviation emissions allows us to capture how equal 407 

emissions in different locations can have different impacts on the atmospheric concentrations and 408 

RF, and in turn on global climate. Our calculations reveal considerable differences between regions 409 

for all species, and both metrics and time horizons, with a factor 2-4 (and higher for nitrate) 410 
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difference between the highest and lowest metric value (Table 2). For the aerosols we generally 411 

find the largest magnitude GWPs and GTPs for South Asia (SAS) emissions, followed by South 412 

America and Africa (SAF) or South Pacific Ocean (SPO). The high values for the SAS region 413 

reflects a relatively long lifetime of the aerosols here compared to other emission regions. This, in 414 

turn, is likely caused by a combination of the underlying distribution of emissions, which is 415 

dominated by emissions at high altitudes emissions (i.e., few flights landing or departing within 416 

the region), where, and the dry conditions are drier (i.e., less wet scavenging of the aerosols) in the 417 

region. For NOx,  the values are highest for SPO, while for contrail-cirrus we find high values for 418 

aviation over NAM and Europe (EUR), where conditions for contrail formation is prevalent (e.g., 419 

Burkhardt et al. (2008); Irvine and Shine (2015)) and for SAF (see more detailed discussion in 420 

Sect. 3.2). From a policy perspective, knowledge of such regional differences is important if 421 

metrics are used to quantify the climate impact of emissions or emission changes in cases where 422 

there is a simultaneous change in the geographical emission distribution, or if used to evaluate the 423 

effect of implementing measures to reduce emissions in different regions.  424 

While several studies have estimated GWPs and GTPs for global aviation NOx emissions, as 425 

discussed above, few have produced estimates for regional aviation emissions. Köhler et al. (2013) 426 

quantified the climate impact of aviation emissions in North America, Europe, India and China. 427 

The reported GWP(20)s and GTP(100) for emissions in India  agree within 10-1530 percent with 428 

estimates for all regions SAS in the present analysis, while . Oour GTP(20) values are about 50 429 

percent lower in absolute magnitude for all emission regions, and while GWP(100) and GTP(100) 430 

for NAM and EUR are 50-100 percent higher than Köhler et al. (2013) estimates. Again it should 431 

be noted that these difference can be caused by a number of factors. Moreover, because the two 432 

studies use differently defined emission source regions, only a rough comparison is possible.  433 

 434 

3.2 REGIONAL EMISSION METRICS 435 

While GWPs and GTPs illustrate how equal emissions in various regions can have different 436 

impacts on global climate, they can naturally not inform us of the actual regional distribution of 437 

impacts. The ARTP allows us to estimate temperature impacts with at least some spatial 438 

information.  439 
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Figure 2 shows the ARTP with a time horizon of 20 years (ARTP(20)) for BC, OC, SO2 and 440 

contrail-cirrus for each emission source region, and the ARTP(20) and ARTP(100) of aviation 441 

NOx. We do not show ARTP(100) for aerosols and contrail-cirrus here. The absolute values decay 442 

strongly over time, but the latitudinal patterns will be identical on both time horizons. Results for 443 

global aviation emissions are given in the SI, as are contrail-cirrus metrics on a per km-basis.  444 

 445 

For OC and SO2 (Fig. 2B and C), we calculate the highest magnitude ARTP(20) (i.e., temperature 446 

impact per unit emission) for aviation in SAS in all latitude bands except 90-28°S, where values 447 

for SAF and SPO are slightly higher. Excluding the SAS region, aviation in EUR and NAM give 448 

the highest temperature impact per unit emission in the 28-60°N and 60-90°N regions, which is 449 

also where the corresponding RF is strongest (Table SI 2). This is unsurprising given that these 450 

species are short-lived and the forcing they exert are largely localized to the emission region. 451 

However, using the ARTP reveals important differences between the latitudinal distribution of RF 452 

and subsequent temperature response. In given latitude bands, the temperature impact can be 453 

considerably stronger than the RF in that band suggests, and can extend to the opposite hemisphere 454 

to where the emissions occurred. This can be seen by comparing the latitudinal distribution of the 455 

RF values given in Table SI2 with that of the ARTPs (note that absolute magnitudes are not directly 456 

comparable since the ARTPs are given per unit emissions and as a function of time). Applying the 457 

RCSi,l,m given in the coarse latitude bands smooths out the impacts such that there is less latitudinal 458 

variation in the temperature responses than in the RFs. This illustrates the dependence of 459 

temperature response on both forcing exerted locally and on remote impacts through large-scale 460 

circulation impacts and feedbacks in the climate system. 461 

 462 

The latter effects are also very important in the case of BC (Fig. 2A). Again, the ARTP(20) is 463 

highest for aviation in SAS, while the difference between remaining regions is smaller than for 464 

OC and SO2 in most latitudes bands. In the 60-90°N region, aviation in the Southern Hemispheric 465 

regions cause the highest temperature per unit emissions, despite being far removed from the 466 

Arctic. In the GISS results, the Arctic temperature response to local (i.e., within Arctic) forcing is 467 

in fact negative (Shindell & Faluvegi, 2009). This local cooling effect applies to BC changes in 468 

the mid to upper Arctic troposphere, which is where aviation is most important. Aviation BC 469 

emissions in EUR and NAM are more easily transported into the Arctic region and hence induce 470 
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a stronger local forcing and in turn a larger surface cooling. The net effect of aviation in these 471 

regions on the Arctic is still a warming, but this warming is partly offset by the cooling contribution 472 

from within Arctic RF. In contrast, aviation BC emissions in SAS, EAS, SAF and SPO have less 473 

potential for long-range transport to the Arctic, but the remote BC forcing warms the Arctic 474 

through transport of energy. In terms of mitigation, these results underline that if the goal is to 475 

limit temperature increase e.g., in the Arctic, it is necessary to go beyond radiative forcing as an 476 

indicator and to also consider the impact of emission in more remote regions. This feature has been 477 

illustrated also for other sectors and regions (Collins et al., 2013; Lund et al., 2014).  478 

 479 

For contrail-cirrus (Fig 2D), the ARTP(20) for aviation in EUR and NAM is substantially larger 480 

in the 28-60°N and 60-90°N latitude bands than for other sources regions considered in this study, 481 

while the difference between source regions is less pronounced in the Southern Hemisphere 482 

latitude bands. There are two main competing processes at play. Contrail formation is generally 483 

more prevalent in the extratropics due to lower temperatures at flight levels than in the tropics and 484 

may persist longer due to larger probability of ice supersaturation. An upward shift in the flight 485 

level in the tropical troposphere increases the probability of contrails formation and ice 486 

supersaturation (Burkhardt et al., 2008). It should be noted that lLocal peaks of ice supersaturation 487 

are also found in the tropics (Irvine & Shine, 2015), in fact the probability of ice supersaturation 488 

is highest in the upper tropical troposphere (Lamquin et al., 2012). Furthermore, once contrails 489 

have formed contrail-cirrus, the optical depth of contrail-cirrus is higher in the tropics due to the 490 

larger amount of water vapor available for deposition. This higher optical depth in the tropics and 491 

the consequently higher RF has also been found in contrail-cirrus simulations (Burkhardt & 492 

Kaercher, 2011). However, none of our source regions cover only the tropics. In the SAS region, 493 

the air is mostly too warm for contrail formation. However, if contrails were present here, their 494 

radiative forcing efficiency would be high. Due to the competing short- and long-wave effects, 495 

there can be important diurnal and seasonal variability in the net impact of contrail-cirrus (e.g., 496 

Stuber et al. (2006); Bock and Burkhardt (2016b)). The diurnal effects depends on assumptions 497 

about the contrail-cirrus lifetime and were shown to be small (Newinger & Burkhardt, 2012) when 498 

using the contrail-cirrus parameterization of Burkhardt and Kaercher (2011). This effect is not 499 

captured in our analysis using annual mean RF as input.  500 

 501 
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It should be emphasized that the contrail-cirrus metrics are suitable for the average of the present-502 

day aircraft fleet. Their application would not be appropriate if there are significant changes in 503 

routes and flight altitudes. Furthermore, future changes in climate may alter the meteorological 504 

and dynamical conditions, and hence also affect the potential for contrail-cirrus formation in a 505 

given region (Irvine & Shine, 2015). As discussed in Sect. 2, several factors contribute to 506 

uncertainty in the emission metrics, and should be kept in mind in further applications.  507 

 508 

The ARTP of aviation NOx (Fig. 2E, F) is separated into contributions from ozone, methane and 509 

methane-induced ozone, as well as the direct effect of nitrate aerosols. The stars indicate the net 510 

NOx effect. The ARTP(20) is negative in all but two cases, i.e., the net effect of one year of 511 

aviation NOx emissions is a cooling on this time scale, dominated by the NOx-induced methane 512 

loss. However, it is important to note that the sign and magnitude of the net NOx effect is very 513 

sensitive to the choice of time horizon due to the very different time scales on which the ozone 514 

and methane contributions act. In particular, during the first decade after emission, the strong but 515 

short-lived warming from ozone dominates, resulting in a net positive effect (see also Fig. 6B of 516 

Fuglestvedt et al. (2010)). Moreover, the NOx ARTP is also influenced by the spatial patterns of 517 

ozone and methane. Due to the shorter lifetime, the aviation-induced ozone perturbation is more 518 

heterogeneous than the methane concentration change, and more confined to the emission source 519 

region. The choice of time horizon may therefore affect both the net NOx effect and the relative 520 

importance of source regions. Both the impact of changes in ozone and methane from a pulse 521 

emission on NOx decays strongly over time, as reflected by the much smaller ARTP(100). While 522 

the methane cooling remains important on longer time scales, the absolute magnitude diminishes 523 

strongly towards a time horizon of 100 years. For all source regions, the competing effects of 524 

ozone warming and methane cooling over time results in a small, but net positive global mean 525 

effect of aviation NOx on a 100 year time horizon. In the 90-28°S latitude band the ARTP(100) is 526 

positive for emissions occurring in the Southern Hemisphere, but negative for emissions in the 527 

Northern Hemisphere, as the latter causes a much smaller ozone concentration change in this 528 

latitude band and the methane cooling becomes relatively more important over time. A similar 529 

response is seen in the 60-90°N latitude band. 530 

 531 
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3.3 REGIONAL CLIMATE IMPACTS OF THE PRESENT-DAY AVIATION SECTOR 532 

To place our climate metrics in context and illustrate further application, we apply the ARTP and 533 

estimate the regional temperature responses over time to present-day aviation in the six emission 534 

source regions. Figure 3 shows the contribution to temperature changeresponse (net and 535 

contribution from each species) in each latitude band by species and emission region 20 and 100 536 

years after a one-year pulse of present-day aviation emissions in each source region. The current 537 

aviation climate mitigation policy is largely focused on CO2. The contributions from aviation CO2 538 

emissions areis therefore added to place the impact of short-lived and long-lived species in context. 539 

The error bars show the 1 SD ranges due to uncertainties in RF and ECS (see Sect. 2.2). Because 540 

the same relative uncertainty is assumed for emissions in all source regions and our analysis does 541 

not account for uncertainty in the regional climate sensitivities, we only include the ranges in the 542 

global mean temperature change. 543 

The majority of flights today take place over the northern mid-latitudes. As a result, the net 544 

warming is largest in all latitude bands for emissions over NAM and EUR. On a 20 year time 545 

horizon, the largest warming contribution from these source regions comes from contrail-cirrus 546 

formation and, despite the highly localized RF, the temperature impact is not only limited to the 547 

latitude band closest to where the emissions occur. As noted in Sect. 2.2, studies indicate that the 548 

efficacy of contrail-cirrus may be lower than one. This is not accounted for in the current analysis, 549 

but adopting a uniform efficacy of e.g., 0.6 (Ponater et al., 2005) would result in a 40 percent lower 550 

contrail-cirrus impact across all latitude bands. The net warming is slightly offset by a small 551 

cooling due to NOx-induced methane loss, especially in the 90-28°S and 60-90°N regions. As 552 

pointed out above, the sign and magnitude of the net NOx effect depends strongly on the chosen 553 

time horizon. For instance, on a 10 year time horizon (not shown here), the net NOx response is a 554 

warming in the 28°S-28°N and 28-60°N regions for emissions in NAM, EUR and EAS. Aviation 555 

emissions of BC are small and therefore contribute little to the net impact, despite the strong 556 

efficiency (i.e., temperature change per kg emitted). 557 

Even on short time horizons (e.g., 20 years), the warming contribution from CO2 is important. For 558 

emissions in EAS, SAF, SAS and SPO, CO2 is of comparable magnitude to contrail-cirrus after 559 

20 years. On longer time horizons (e.g., 100 years) the impact from contrail-cirrus and NOx decays, 560 

and the CO2 contribution becomes dominant in all latitude bands. This has previously been 561 
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illustrated for the global mean temperature impact of the sector (Berntsen & Fuglestvedt, 2008). 562 

Because the perturbation in CO2 is longer-lived and well-mixed, the warming in the Southern 563 

Hemisphere becomes relatively more important compared to the other latitude bands on longer 564 

time scales. Nevertheless, for emissions in NAM and EUR, for the northern hemisphere response 565 

regions and the global mean, the contributions from contrail-cirrus remains substantial and 566 

approximately 10-20 percent of the CO2 response, even on these long time scales. Figure 3 also 567 

shows that the relative importance of the source regions across latitude bands following a pulse 568 

emission changes very little over time. However, these calculations do not account for potential 569 

future changes in the geographical distribution of emissions.   570 

The considerable uncertainty in the aviation-induced forcing mechanisms and climate sensitivity 571 

is reflected in the error bars. After 100 years, the uncertainty in climate sensitivity dominates as 572 

the relative contribution from the more uncertain, but short-lived mechanisms decays and CO2 573 

becomes more important. Note that the same relative uncertainties apply to all source regions. For 574 

contrail-cirrus, an additional source of uncertainty is the efficacy. As noted in Sect. 2.2, studies 575 

indicate that the efficacy of contrail-cirrus may be lower than one. Because only two estimates 576 

exist in the literature, efficacy is not included in present analysis. However, adopting a spatially 577 

uniform efficacy of e.g., 0.6 (Ponater et al., 2005) would result in a 40 percent lower contrail-cirrus 578 

impact across all latitude bands.   579 

Our study focuses on the pulse based emission metrics and does not consider the future temperature 580 

impact of aviation following emission scenarios, which would change the timescale of the 581 

response and the relative importance of short- and long-lived species over time. As described in 582 

Sect. 2.2, our pulse based emission metrics can be used in further studies to investigate the regional 583 

temperature impacts following more realistic emission scenarios. For instance, as the simplest 584 

form of scenario, one could assume that emissions are kept constant at the present-day level. In 585 

this case, the contributions from short-lived species such as contrail-cirrus, ozone and sulfate 586 

would quickly become sustained at a constant level rather than decay towards zero and the 587 

warming from CO2 would gradually accumulate (e.g., Berntsen and Fuglestvedt (2008)). The 588 

impact of contrail-cirrus may even increase if emissions are kept constant while fuel efficiency is 589 

improved. The temporal behavior of total net temperature response, as well as the net NOx effect, 590 

would differ notably from the pulse emission case.  591 
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 592 

3.4 EVALUATION  593 

Several studies have calculated used the ARTPs concept to estimate temperature responses tofor 594 

emissions from specific sectors or regions (Collins et al., 2013; Lund et al., 2014; Sand et al., 2016; 595 

Stohl et al., 2015). Stohl et al. (2015) also compared the estimated regional temperature responses 596 

to short-lived climate pollutants with to those simulated by several climate models. However, these 597 

studies focus only on surface sources and the evaluation may not be valid for aviation. Moreover, 598 

tThe regional climate sensitivities that form the basis for the ARTP calculations are derived from 599 

simulations with only one climate model. Moreover, theThey sensitivities are also representative 600 

of the response to a vertical forcing profile resulting from total anthropogenic emissions, i.e., one 601 

that in many regions differ considerably from those induced by the mainly high-altitude aviation 602 

emissions. Several recent studies have found a strong vertical sensitivity in the BC forcing-603 

response relationship, with decreasing efficacy with altitude (Ban-Weiss et al., 2011; Flanner, 604 

2013; Samset & Myhre, 2015). Climate model studies also indicate that the forcing-response 605 

relationship for ozone will be dependent on both the vertical and horizontal distribution of the 606 

ozone change (Berntsen et al., 1997; Hansen et al., 1997; Joshi et al., 2003), which in turn also 607 

depends on altitude (e.g., Olsen et al. (2013)). As discussed in Sect. 2.2, a formal quantification of 608 

uncertainties in the regional climate sensitivities is currently not possible. However, Iin the light 609 

of the potential uncertainties arising from suchthe  vertical dependencey, we perform a first 610 

evaluation of the ARTP concept in the context of aviation ozone and BC. Further evaluation, 611 

especially of contrail-cirrus, would be valuable, but require resources beyond those available for 612 

the currrent study. However, the resources for the required climate model simulations were not 613 

available for this study. 614 

 615 

Figure 4A shows the normalized regional temperature response to aviation ozone, as simulated by 616 

the CESM1.2, HadSM3 and ECHAM (see Sect. 2.3) and estimated using the regional climate 617 

sensitivities that form the basis for the ARTP concept. There are several factors potentially 618 

contributing to differences in the absolute magnitude of temperature responses in the simulations, 619 

including differences in the ozone concentration perturbation resulting from differences in 620 

emissions or ozone change per unit emission, radiative efficiency and ECS. HadSM3 and ECHAM 621 
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used the multi-model average ozone concentration change resulting from year 2000 aviation NOx 622 

emission (0.67 TgN) (Hoor et al., 2009), while this study (using CESM2.1) uses the ozone change 623 

simulated by one model (OsloCTM3) and year 2006 aviation emissions (0.81 TgN). Based on 624 

visual inspection, these two aviation-induced ozone concentration perturbations are quite similar, 625 

with slightly larger perturbation at high northern latitudes in the present study. Nonetheless, here 626 

we focus on the spatial pattern across latitude bands rather than absolute magnitudes and therefore 627 

normalize the temperature response in each band by the respective global mean response.  628 

The climate models and RTP agree reasonably well in the 28°S-28°N and 28-60°N latitude bands. 629 

However, in both the 90-28°S and 60-90°N regions, the temperature response simulated directly 630 

by the climate models is considerably higher than that estimated using the ARTP. The low ARTP-631 

derived temperature response in the 60-90°N region reflects the low sensitivity in the GISS model 632 

in this latitude band to ozone forcing exerted both locally, as well as in the 28-60°N region where 633 

the aviation-induced forcing is highest (Fig. 1 of Shindell and Faluvegi (2009)). A low, and even 634 

negative, sensitivity to Northern Hemisphere forcing also characterizes the 90-28°S band.  635 

The reason for the low sensitivity in the GISS simulations, or whether this is a feature specific to 636 

this model, is not clear. It is possible that the differences between modeled and estimated 637 

temperature response to aviation ozone forcing can be at least partly explained by vertical 638 

variations in the response to ozone perturbations. Early work by Hansen et al. (1997) suggested a 639 

surface cooling in response to a global near surface ozone perturbation and a maximum efficacy 640 

around 700-800 hPa, followed by a decreasing efficacy for ozone perturbations in the upper 641 

troposphere. The latter was supported by Joshi et al. (2003). However, the increased sensitivity to 642 

lower stratosphere perturbations found by Joshi et al. (2003) was not seen in the Hansen et al. 643 

(1997) results. Such uncertainties in the efficacy around the UTLS region are important in the case 644 

of aviation.  645 

Figure 4B compares aviation BC temperature response to that obtained from the HadSM3. The 646 

regional distribution across latitude bands is similar for the estimated and simulated temperature 647 

response. However, here we only have temperature response simulated by one climate model. 648 

Given the substantial uncertainty and inter-model differences in model estimates of BC climate 649 

impacts (Baker et al., 2015; Samset et al., 2014; Stohl et al., 2015), additional model simulations 650 

are needed for further comparison and evaluation. 651 
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The notable decrease in BC efficacy with altitude globally, and particularly at high latitudes (Ban-652 

Weiss et al., 2011; Flanner, 2013; Samset & Myhre, 2015), raises the question whether using the 653 

ARTP to estimate temperature responses to the high-altitude aviation BC forcing could result in 654 

an overestimation of the absolute magnitude. Flanner (2013) provided vertically resolved climate 655 

sensitivities for the Arctic temperature response to local Arctic BC forcing. Using these, Lund et 656 

al. (2014) found important differences in the temperature response to BC from on-road 657 

transportation in the 60-90°N latitude band compared to using the single regional climate 658 

sensitivity derived from Shindell and Faluvegi (2009) (and used in the present analysis). At the 659 

altitudes in the 60-90°N region where the aviation-induced RF peaks, the regional climate 660 

sensitivity from Flanner (2013) and Shindell and Faluvegi (2009), and hence the estimated 661 

temperature response, agree quite well. This agreement may not hold for all regions, but similar 662 

vertically resolved climate sensitivities for other latitude bands or species do not currently exist.  663 

Based on our analysis, some care is needed when using the ARTP in the context of aviation 664 

emissions. Specifically, our findings suggest that the temperature response in the 90-28°S and 60-665 

90°N regions to aviation ozone could be underestimated by the regional climate sensitivities 666 

currently used in the ARTP calculations. Furthermore, a possible overestimation of temperature 667 

response to aviation BC can not be ruled out. Further work to quantify the importance of vertical 668 

variations in forcing-response relationships and develop regional climate sensitivities based on 669 

vertically-resolved forcing perturbations would be valuable for future use of the ARTP.  670 

 671 

4 CONCLUSIONS 672 

We have examined the impacts of aviation emissions on global and regional temperature, 673 

characterizing them using emission metrics. We address the impacts of NOx on ozone and methane, 674 

aerosols and contrail-cirrus formation, and consider six emission regions spanning both 675 

hemispheres. In addition to updated emission metrics for global aviation, we present GWPs and 676 

GTPs on 20 and 100 year time horizons for a larger set of species and regions than previous studies. 677 

We also calculate the Absolute Regional Temperature change Potential (ARTP) for aviation, 678 

allowing us to not only capture how equal emissions in different regions impact global climate, 679 

but also quantify the temperature impacts on a sub-global scale.  680 
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The metric values depend significantly on emission regions. In the case of aviation aerosols, we 681 

calculate the highest GWPs and GTPs for emissions in South Asia, followed by South America 682 

and Africa, and the South Pacific Ocean. The strong efficiency of emissions over our South Asian 683 

region reflects a relatively long lifetime of the aerosols here compared to other region. Our results 684 

do not include aerosol-cloud interactions, an important limitation as recent studies suggest aviation 685 

can potentially have strong impact through modification of both cirrus and low-level 686 

clouds; ,however although this contribution remains particularly uncertain. The net temperature 687 

impact over time following a pulse emission of aviation NOx is determined by the relative 688 

importance of the cooling and warming methane and ozone contributions, and is very sensitive to 689 

the choice of time horizon. The net NOx ARTP is negative after 20 years and switches to a small 690 

net warming on a 100 year time horizon on global mean and in the latitude band closest to the 691 

where the emission occur. Metrics for contrail-cirrus are calculated on a per unit emission of 692 

aviation CO2 basis. The GWPs and GTPs are highest for North America and Europe, where 693 

contrail-cirrus formation is prevalent. However, once formed, contrail-cirrus in the tropics have 694 

much higher optical depth due to the larger amount of water vapor. The metric values do not 695 

account for a lower efficacy of contrail-cirrus that has been suggested by previous studies, but 696 

remains highly uncertain. Moreover, the contrail-cirrus metrics would not be appropriate if there 697 

are significant changes in routes and flight altitudes, or if changes in climate or propulsion 698 

efficiency affect the potential for contrail-cirrus formation.  699 

 700 

The ARTPs illustrate how the latitudinal temperature pattern can differ significantly from the 701 

global mean, as well as from the latitudinal pattern of RF. Due to the short lifetime of many of the 702 

aviation forcing mechanisms, the RF is typically largely confined to the latitude band closest to 703 

where the emissions occur. However, in a given latitude band, the temperature response can be 704 

considerably stronger than suggested by the corresponding forcing, emphasizing the importance 705 

of both forcing exerted locally and remote impacts through large-scale circulation impacts and 706 

feedbacks in the climate system. 707 

 708 

While the strongest efficiency (temperature change per unitkg aerosol and NOx emitted) of 709 

aviation aerosols and NOx  is found for aviation emissions inover the South Asian region in our 710 

study, the majority of flights today take place over the northern mid-latitudes. The net warming 711 
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impact 20 and 100 years following a one-year pulse emission from the present-day aviation sector 712 

is therefore largest in all latitude bands for emissions in North America and Europe, with . For all 713 

regions, the largest warming contribution after 20 years is from contrail-cirrus on a 20 year time 714 

horizon. Furthermore, contributions from contrail-cirrus remain important at the 10-20 percent of 715 

CO2 level in several regions even on a time horizon of 100 years. The discussion around CO2 often 716 

focuses on its long-term impacts. Our results illustrate that while CO2 is dominant on longer time 717 

scales, it also gives a considerable warming contribution already after 20 years. While CO2 718 

becomes dominant on the 100 year time horizon, contributions from contrail-cirrus remains 719 

important on the 20 percent of CO2 level in several regions even on these long time scales. Our 720 

metric framework can also be applied to estimate future regional temperature impact of more 721 

realistic emissions scenarios for the sector, which would influence the temporal characteristic of 722 

the response and the relative contributions of short and long-lived species over time.  723 

While the ARTP concept is an important and useful tool for providing first order estimates of 724 

regional temperature of various emissions, our analysis indicate that some care is needed when it 725 

is used in the context of aviation emissions, or more generally, in situations that differ significantly 726 

from those used to derive the regional climate sensitivities for the ARTP calculations in the first 727 

place. In particular, further work to quantify and account for the relationship between vertically-728 

resolved radiative forcing perturbations and surface temperature response is needed to allow for a 729 

more general applicability of the concept. 730 
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Table 1: GWP and GTP of global aviation emissions for time horizons 20 and 100 years. Values 1046 

are given on a per unit aviation emission basis (per kg BC, OC and SO2, respectively, while 1047 

contrail-cirrus is calculated per kg aviation CO2, and NOx and nitrate per kg N). The GTPs are 1048 

calculated using the impulse response function by Boucher and Reddy (2008). For comparison, 1049 

aviation NOx GWP and GTP values from three previous studies are also included.  1050 

 GWP GTP 
Component H=20 H=100 H=20 H=100 
Contrail-cirrus 3.1 0.84 0.93 0.12 
BC 3911 1064 1135 147 
SO2 -559 -152 -162 -21 
Nitrate -16 -4.3 -4.6 -0.59 
OC -282 -77 -82 -11 
NOx 411 77 -138 9 

     
NOx     
Fuglesvedt et al. 
(2010) 120 to 470 -2.1 to 71 -590 to -200 -9.5 to 7.6 
Myhre et al. (2011) 92 to 338 -21 to 67 -396 to -121 -5.8 to 7.9 
Skowron et al. (2013)  142 to 332 4 to 60   

 1051 

 1052 

 1053 

 1054 

 1055 
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Table 2: GWP and GTP of regional aviation emissions for time horizons 20 and 100 years. Values 1061 

are given on a per unit aviation emission basis (per kg BC, OC and SO2, respectively, while 1062 
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contrail-cirrus is per kg CO2, and NOx and nitrate per kg N). The GTPs are calculated using the 1063 

impulse response function by Boucher and Reddy (2008).   1064 

    GWP GTP 
Component Source region H=20 H=100 H=20 H=100 
Contrail-
cirrus SAF 3.6 0.99 1.09 0.14 

 NAM 3.3 0.90 1.00 0.13 

 EAS 1.7 0.45 0.50 0.06 

 EUR 2.5 0.67 0.75 0.10 

 SPO 2.3 0.63 0.70 0.09 

 SAS 2.6 0.70 0.78 0.10 
OC SAF -481 -131 -140 -18 

 NAM -289 -79 -84 -11 
 EAS -283 -77 -82 -11 
 EUR -197 -54 -57 -7.4 
 SPO -419 -114 -122 -16 
  SAS -611 -166 -177 -23 

BC SAF 5420 1470 1570 203 

 NAM 3560 969 1030 133 

 EAS 4170 1140 1210 156 

 EUR 2300 816 871 112 

 SPO 4940 1340 1430 185 

 SAS 8250 2250 2390 309 
SO2 SAF -833 -227 -242 -31 

 NAM -550 -150 -159 -21 
 EAS -602 -164 -175 -23 
 EUR -378 -103 -110 -14 
 SPO -746 -203 -216 -28 
 SAS -1120 -304 -324 -42 

Nitrate SAF -8.6 -2.3 -2.5 -0.32 
 NAM -13 -3.4 -3.7 -0.47 
 EAS -7.4 -2.0 -2.1 -0.28 
 EUR -20 -5.5 -5.9 -0.76 
 SPO -3.3 -0.89 -0.95 -0.12 
 SAS -39 -11 -11 -1.5 

NOx SAF 484 70 -316 6.26 
 NAM 280 48 -126 5.0 
 EAS 513 108 -79 13 
 EUR 210 37 -87 4.0 
 SPO 806 159 -205 19 

  SAS 695 137 -176 16 
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Figure 1: Definition of emission source regions in this study. 1070 
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 1084 

Figure 2: ARTP(20) of aviation (A) BC, (B) OC, (C) SO2 and (D) aviation-induced contrail-cirrus, 1085 
and (E,F) ARTP(20) and ARTP(100) of aviation NOx. The asterisk in panels E and F show the net 1086 
NOx effect of emissions in each source region, while the colored bars give the contributions from 1087 
ozone production (O3), NOx-induced methane loss (CH4) (including subsequent stratospheric 1088 
water vapor loss), methane-induced ozone changes (O3PM) and NOx-induced nitrate formation.  1089 
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 1103 

 1104 

Figure 3: Regional and global mean temperature changeresponse by species and source region 1105 

after A) 20 years and B) 100 years following a one-year pulse of emission from the present-day 1106 

aviation sector in each source region. The asterisk shows the net temperature response in the 1107 

respective latitude band for each emission source region, while the bars show the contribution 1108 

from each species to the net. Error bars show the 1 SD ranges due to uncertainties in RF and ECS.    1109 
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 1111 

Figure 4: A) Comparison of the regional pattern of surface temperature response to a global 1112 

aviation ozone perturbation as calculated using the regional climate sensitivities (RCS) from GISS 1113 

with RF derived from OsloCTM3 (i.e., using the ARTP concept) and simulated by HadSM3, 1114 

ECHAM4 and CESM1.2. Surface temperature response in each latitude band is normalized by the 1115 

global mean value. B) Same as A), but for BC.  1116 
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Supporting material for “Emission metrics for quantifying regional climate impacts of aviation” 1 

Marianne T. Lund, Borgar Aamaas, Terje Berntsen, Lisa Bock, Ulrike Burkhardt, Jan S. 2 

Fuglestvedt, Keith P. Shine  3 

 4 

Table SI 1: Global and regional aviation emissions used in this study. Emissions are for year 2006 5 

and from the AEDT inventory (Wilkerson et al., 2010). Also included is the accumulated flight 6 

distance in each region.  7 

Source  
Region 

BC  
(kg yr-1) 

NOx  
(kgN yr-1) 

OC  
(kg yr-1) 

SO2  
(kg yr-1) 

CO2  
(kg yr-1) 

Flight distance 
(km) 

Global 5.9E+06 8.1E+08 6.4E+06 2.3E+08 5.9E+11 6.7E+10 
SAF 4.0E+05 5.6E+07 3.6E+05 1.4E+07 3.8E+10 2.5E+09 
NAM 2.2E+06 2.9E+08 2.0E+06 8.2E+07 2.2E+11 1.8E+10 
EAS 9.8E+05 1.6E+08 1.1E+06 3.8E+07 1.0E+11 4.6E+09 
EUR 1.5E+06 2.2E+08 2.1E+06 5.8E+07 1.5E+11 8.9E+09 
SPO 4.6E+05 7.1E+07 4.8E+05 1.8E+07 4.6E+10 2.4E+09 
SAS 2.5E+05 4.1E+07 2.3E+05 9.5E+06 2.5E+10 1.6E+09 

 8 

 9 

Table SI 2: Radiative forcing (Wm-2) by component, source region and latitude band for input to 10 

the emission metric calculations.  11 

Component Source region 
Radiative forcing  

(Wm-2) 
    Global 90°S-28°S 28°S-28°N 28°N-60°N 60°N-90°N 
Contrail- Global 4.6E-02 1.8E-03 2.8E-02 1.6E-01 2.1E-02 
Cirrus SAF 3.5E-03 4.7E-04 6.5E-03 9.7E-05 9.0E-10 

 NAM 1.8E-02 -1.5E-10 7.8E-03 7.5E-02 5.5E-03 

 EAS 4.2E-03 -4.8E-10 4.3E-03 1.0E-02 1.2E-03 

 EUR 9.5E-03 2.0E-10 1.2E-04 4.9E-02 7.0E-03 

 SPO 2.7E-03 7.3E-04 4.9E-03 -1.0E-06 2.5E-11 
  SAS 1.6E-03 -2.0E-10 3.0E-03 6.1E-04 9.3E-09 
NOx-ozone Global 1.9E-02 4.8E-03 2.0E-02 3.6E-02 2.3E-02 

 SAF 2.0E-03 1.4E-03 2.9E-03 1.0E-03 2.5E-04 

 NAM 5.3E-03 7.0E-05 4.0E-03 1.4E-02 8.4E-03 

 EAS 4.0E-03 3.6E-04 4.8E-03 6.9E-03 3.8E-03 

 EUR 3.0E-03 4.7E-05 1.3E-03 9.0E-03 8.2E-03 

 SPO 3.1E-03 2.5E-03 4.8E-03 7.8E-04 -5.1E-05 



  SAS 1.6E-03 7.0E-05 2.2E-03 2.4E-03 6.6E-04 
BC Global 5.7E-04 9.7E-05 5.2E-04 1.3E-03 6.6E-04 

 SAF 5.4E-05 2.8E-05 8.2E-05 2.6E-05 9.9E-06 

 NAM 1.9E-04 1.8E-06 1.3E-04 5.9E-04 2.7E-04 

 EAS 1.0E-04 9.0E-06 1.1E-04 2.0E-04 1.0E-04 

 EUR 1.1E-04 1.4E-06 4.7E-05 4.0E-04 2.2E-04 

 SPO 5.6E-05 4.9E-05 8.5E-05 1.3E-05 7.3E-06 
  SAS 5.0E-05 3.8E-06 6.4E-05 7.7E-05 3.3E-05 
OC Global -4.6E-05 -4.7E-06 -4.9E-05 -9.9E-05 -2.1E-05 

 SAF -4.4E-06 -1.4E-06 -7.3E-06 -1.6E-06 -2.5E-07 

 NAM -1.5E-05 -6.4E-08 -1.3E-05 -4.1E-05 -7.8E-06 

 EAS -7.7E-06 -4.0E-07 -1.0E-05 -1.2E-05 -2.9E-06 

 EUR -1.0E-05 -5.3E-08 -5.3E-06 -3.8E-05 -8.8E-06 

 SPO -5.1E-06 -2.5E-06 -8.5E-06 -8.7E-07 -2.1E-07 
  SAS -3.6E-06 -1.4E-07 -5.4E-06 -4.2E-06 -8.3E-07 
Sulfate Global -3.2E-03 -2.2E-04 -3.5E-03 -6.5E-03 -2.0E-03 

 SAF -3.0E-04 -9.9E-05 -5.0E-04 -1.1E-04 -1.8E-05 

 NAM -1.1E-03 3.6E-06 -1.0E-03 -3.0E-03 -8.5E-04 

 EAS -5.8E-04 -3.2E-06 -7.5E-04 -9.7E-04 -2.7E-04 

 EUR -5.5E-04 1.0E-06 -2.9E-04 -1.9E-03 -7.8E-04 

 SPO -3.3E-04 -1.1E-04 -5.8E-04 -4.1E-05 7.2E-06 
  SAS -2.7E-04 -2.9E-06 -3.8E-04 -3.5E-04 -7.8E-05 
NOx-nitrate Global -3.2E-04 -5.6E-07 -2.8E-04 -9.7E-04 -4.1E-05 

 SAF -1.2E-05 -1.9E-07 -1.7E-05 -1.9E-05 -4.8E-08 

 NAM -9.4E-05 5.8E-10 -8.0E-05 -2.8E-04 -1.3E-05 

 EAS -3.2E-05 6.0E-09 -2.4E-05 -1.1E-04 -6.1E-06 

 EUR -1.1E-04 -3.9E-09 -6.7E-05 -4.2E-04 -1.9E-05 

 SPO -5.9E-06 -3.5E-07 -8.3E-06 -8.5E-06 -1.8E-08 
  SAS -4.1E-05 1.7E-09 -5.7E-05 -6.4E-05 -3.2E-07 
NOx-methane Global -9.3E-03 -6.8E-03 -1.1E-02 -8.6E-03 -6.1E-03 

 SAF -1.1E-03 -8.3E-04 -1.4E-03 -1.0E-03 -7.4E-04 

 NAM -2.7E-03 -2.0E-03 -3.3E-03 -2.5E-03 -1.8E-03 

 EAS -1.7E-03 -1.2E-03 -2.0E-03 -1.5E-03 -1.1E-03 

 EUR -1.5E-03 -1.1E-03 -1.8E-03 -1.4E-03 -9.7E-04 

 SPO -1.4E-03 -9.0E-04 -1.5E-03 -1.1E-03 -8.1E-04 
  SAS -7.0E-04 -4.5E-04 -7.4E-04 -5.6E-04 -4.0E-04 

 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 



Table SI 3: Regional climate sensitivities (RCS) used in the emission metric calculations [K (W 17 
m-2)-1] (Shindell & Faluvegi, 2009). 18 

Sulfate, OC, nitrate, 
methane, contrail-cirrus 

Forcing region 
 90°S-28°S 28°S-28°N 28°N-60°N 60°N-90°N 

Response region 

90° S-28° S 0.19 0.05 0.02 0 
28° S-28° N 0.09 0.24 0.1 0.02 
28° N-60° N 0.07 0.17 0.24 0.06 
60° N-90° N 0.06 0.16 0.17 0.31 

NOx-induced ozone change Forcing region 
 90°S-28°S 28°S-28°N 28°N-60°N 60°N-90°N 

Response region 

90° S-28° S 0.19 0.13 -0.06 -0.03 
28° S-28° N 0.09 0.26 0.09 0.02 
28° N-60° N 0.07 0.15 0.2 0.06 
60° N-90° N 0.06 0.13 0.05 0.07 

BC Forcing region 
 90°S-28°S 28°S-28°N 28°N-60°N 60°N-90°N 

Response region 

90° S-28° S 0.19 0.06 0.02 0 
28° S-28° N 0.09 0.17 0.07 0.02 
28° N-60° N 0.07 0.24 0.14 0.08 
60° N-90° N 0.06 0.31 0.15 -0.08 

 19 

 20 

 21 
Table SI 4 Relative uncertainties adopted in the Monte Carlo analysis. 22 

 Relative 
uncertainty (1 SD)  

Source 

BC 39%  AeroCom multi-model mean (Myhre et al., 2013a) 
SO2 (sulfate)  34%  AeroCom multi-model mean (Myhre et al. 2013a) 
OC 33%  AeroCom multi-model mean (Myhre et al. 2013a) 
NOx (nitrate) 50%  AeroCom multi-model mean (Myhre et al. 2013a) 
NOx 73% IPCC AR5, WG1 Ch.8 SM (Myhre et al., 2013b) 
CO2 6%  IPCC AR5, WG1 Ch.8 SM (Myhre et al. 2013b) 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 

 28 

 29 



Table SI 35: Global and regional GWP and GTP for time horizons 20 and 100 years of contrail-30 

cirrus, calculated per km accumulated distance. The GTPs are calculated using the impulse 31 

response function by Boucher and Reddy (2008) and values are given relative to CO2 using CO2 32 

parameters from Joos et al. (2013). 33 

  GWP GTP 

Component Source 
region H=20 H=100 H=20 H=100 

Contrail-
cirrus Global 27 7.5 8 1.1 

 SAF 55 15 17 2.2 

 NAM 41 11 12 1.6 

 EAS 36 10 11 1.4 

 EUR 42 11 13 1.6 

 SPO 44 12 13 1.7 
 SAS 40 11 12 1.6 

 34 

 35 

 36 



 37 

Figure SI 1: (A) Annual mean global aviation-induced ozone concentration change from 38 

OsloCTM3 caused by global aviation NOx emissionsfrom OsloCTM3 and (B) annual mean surface 39 

temperature response to the aviation ozone perturbation (scaled by a factor 40) as simulated by 40 

from CESM1.2. Hatching indicates statistical significance at the 0.05 level. 41 

 42 

 43 

 44 

 45 

 46 



 47 

 48 

Figure SI 2: ARTP(20) for BC, OC, SO2, NOx and contrail-cirrus for global aviation emissions. 49 

The NOx ARTP(20) is comprised of contributions from ozone (light blue), methane (teal green), 50 

and methane-induced ozone (dark yellow) changes and nitrate aerosols (dark blue). The asterisk 51 

indicate the net NOx effect.    52 
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 56 

Figure SI 3: ARTP(20) of aviation-induced contrail-cirrus calculated per accumulated km 57 

distance.  58 

 59 
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